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OCTOBER 23, 1981
National Aeronautics and
Space Administration
October 23, 1981
Dear Colleague:
This letter calls your attention to opportunities to take part in
the Landsat-D Image Data Quality Analysis (LIDQA) program. The
objectives of the LIDQA program are to quantify Landsat-D sensor and
systems performance from a user applications point of view, and to
identify any malfunctions that may impact data applications. Data
obtained by the Landsat-D Thematic Mapper (TM) and Multispectral
Scanner (MSS) sensor systems will be utilized in this program to
quantitatively characterize and assess the performance of the TM,
the MSS, and their attendant ground data processing systems relative
to the specifications for these systems.
Five enclosures are provided in this package to assist you in pre-
paring a research proposal for potential participation in the LIDQA
program. Enclosure 1 provides greater detail on the nature and
scope of the activities that are envisioned under this program.
Enclosure 2 contains guidance that will be helpful in preparing
proposals. Enclosure 3 provides an up-to-date description of the
Landsat-D project, including discussions on data acquisition, ground
data processing and performance goals, and specific areas of inter-
est relative to image data quality. Enclosure 4 describes the
Landsat-D Assessment System (LAS) facility at the Goddard Space
Flight Center (GSFC), which will be available to approved investi-
gators for use in analyzing Landsat-D TM and MSS data. Enclosure 5
is a reprint of a paper that discusses the anticipated performance
of the TM.
Participation in -he Landsat-D Image Data Quality Analysis program
is open and unsolicited proposals may be submitted at any time.
However, to ensure a coordinated effort of funded activities at the
time of launch (in the third quarter of 1982), it is contemplated
that an initial evaluation of research proposals will take place in
January 1982. Proposals received after this evaluation period will
be judged in light of available funds. Submission of 'proposals on a
no-cost-to-NASA basis are encouraged, particularly in situations
where the proposing organization (a) is intimately involved in the
analysis or distribution of Landsat data products (e.g., certain
Federal agencies) or (b) stands to gain financially from the de-
tailed information and knowledge obtained by participation in this
analysis activity.
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LAndeat-h imlge ►
 hat& Quality Analysts activities are expected to
last from 1 to 3 years. It is anticipated that the characterisation
of tho Gandsat-n MSS data should he completed within the first 6
months after launch in order to verif y that the MSS sensor is func-
tioninq property %nd that the users will he satisfied with the data.
Proposals oonvorninq the ohnracte ►riration of TM data may he expected
to stretch over a lontle,r period of time duty to the newness, complex-
ity, anti volume+ (high Aat,a rate) of dAta. It is anticipated that
approximatoly 10 studiest will he f.;ntled in sunport of all proposed
act ivIti0s.
Domestic proposals should he sent to Ns SA/noddard Space Fliqht
Conter, Codo 100.2 (Roforonce ANtGRFC-Al-A), tareenhe► lt, Mn 20771.
Foreign proposals will he avnluatoi on the same basis as U.S.
proposals, but will he acceptol only on a no-cost-to-II.S. basis.
General que nt ions cont-erning the estnhl tahmont of such coope► rFative±
projoets shoulti he+ adlrossed to lnternationxl Affairs Division, Code
l,In-lid (Resforonve	 Washington, ht' 20546, IlSA. Foreiqn
nropnsa I s should ho itAnt to this vitiresn a 1 so.
Gi itc7rely,
Mrt "G I,;pncP  t+liciht Venter
Enctongres (!)
'1	 4.
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radiometric resolution, geometric rectification, etc., and
"How does the measured performance affect image data quality
and utility?"
e Compare MSS data from Landsat-D to MSS data from previous
Landsat missions to ensure continuity of standardized MSS data
to the user community.
Emphasis on the engineering and systems performance analyses embod-
ied within the first objective is expected to continue over a 1 to 3
year period, while it is desired that the secon3 objective be
accomplished within 5 months after launch (i.e., before the turnover
of MSS data production to NOW.
Comparison of the LIDQA Program to Previous Landsat User Investiga_
tion Programs
Previous Landsat missions have sponscred user investigation proqrams
to ascertain the applicability of satellite-acquired data for Earth
resources management. The LIDQA program differs somewhat from these
earlier programs by placing emphasis on engineering and systems
performance analyses. This emphasis will continue through 1984.
The purpose of this emphasis is to define the characteristics and
quality of the output data in terms useful to the user community.
This approach is compatible with the anticipated complexity of the
TM data and the small amount of TM data that will be available to
the user community until o perational ground processing begins in
January 1985.	 (See Enclosure 3.)
Research Activity
Research activity 4_n support of the LiDQA program is closely coupled
to characterizing or quantifying -he nerformance of the TM and MSS
sensors and the Landsat-D Image Generation Facility (IGF) relative
to providinq qtvality data prod'ACts. Rather stringent performance
s pecifications have been estal,lished for the sensors and the iGF.
The specifications for the I1;' are discussed in Enclosure 3 and are
summarized in Table 1.
The TM system requirements and specifications are summarized in
Table 2. A discussion of anticipated TM performance relative to
these specifications is provided in Enclosure 5.
Many of the TM and MSS performance requirements can be validated on
the ground before launch, but others cannot be validated until after
launch and then only through careful and detailed analysis of the
imagery collected by the sensors. This AN calls attention to the
continuing opportunity to participate in the LIDQA F;rogram by pro-
nosing new and innovative techniques to characterize sensor and
mission nerformance, not simply from an engineering and systems
performance point of view, but nrimarily from an applications/user
1-2
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Table 1
Landsat-D/D' Ground-Segment Image Performance Requirements
Performance Objective
49 hours after receipt of raw
sensor data at GSFC to generation
of archival products (worst-case
averaged over 10 days)
Function/Operation
Turnaround
GPcinetric error correction
(nominal conditions with
ground control points (GCP's))
Temporal registration error
Map projections supported
Resamplinq algorithms
supported
0.5 sensor pixel
(with sufficient
GCP' s )
0.3 sensor pixel
( , ,itb sufficient
Lrol points)
Nearest neighbor
(90% of the tire)
correlatable
(90% of the time)
correlatable con-
Space oblique mercator
Universal transverse mercator/polar)
stereographic
Cubic convolution
point of view (i.e., quantify performance relative to the potential
impact on data applications). Thus, it is anticipated that LIDQA
proposed activities will emphasize the particular performance speci-
fication(s) that will be addressed and how it (they) will be add-
res_Fd from an applications/user point of view. The intent of the
LIDQA program is to quantify sensor and systems performance as
manifested by image data quality, and suggest improvements, as
appropriate, so that the highest quality data products can even-
tually bE- made available to the user community.
Proposers are encouraged to carefully read the discussions of
"Ground Segment Image Performance and Production Requirements" and
"TM and MSS Image Data Analysis Plans" that are presented in Enclo-
sure 3 and TM performance that is presented in Enclosure 5. These
discussions provide an appropriate background and highlight specific
areas of concern relative to image data quality.
1-3
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Althoutilh not inclusive, the- foIIowinq "shopt)inq list" broadly iden-
t i f i e q oxamr l t-s t,f 9evPra 1 pot ent i a 1 "pt- r forma tic e" areas for cons id-
eration. This ahoppinq list is suh,iivided into three engineering/
9vstems performance categories: TM performance, MSS performance,
anti grounl . g ate processinq (i.e., IGF) performance.
a. TM Performance (Relative To Specifications and MSS Capability)
(l) Spatial and Geometric
• Effective spat ial resolution
• MTF atO frequency response
• E ,igt , response and settling time
• R.a ►l,i to han,i req i st rat i tin
- Mirror velocity profile
(2)	 Ra,iiometrie an,i Spectral
• Signal to	 equivalent ra,liance
• hyn-imic ran,io
• 0 i l i hrat i on
1l'soI ute
Rt•
 Iat ive
• Rand to band
• C11,111110 1 to channo l within A hzn,i
b. MSC Performance (Relative To Specifications and Past MSS
Performance
( 1 ) Same a!: for items l iRte,i un,ier TM twrfornlarnoe
(2) Conlparisoti with provit,us MSS ingtrumPnts
• W i,ier scan an,^ 1 e
• ti 1 ight l v .l i f f erent spat is 1 rests l ut ion at 705 >;m
f l i,iht -% l t it u,ic-
• tipoct ra 1 an,i t-,O iomat r i c i i f f eronces
Ground Da ta Processing Systems Performance (MIPS*, TIPS**,
Rel ative To Specifications)
(1)
	 Raniiomt- t ric
• C-il ihrat iota/Hest rinin,l teohniqurs
• Otiant ir.at ion of fects
• Rop l .lct-ment approaches For ha,i Aet ectors
• Syst tam no i sts corm-ct i.,n oroced tires
• MIPS a Mtiti lninoe Procestiinq stibsyste+m)
` tiee F:nclt,suro 3 for ,ietei ls.
• ` T l P q = TM I mats, • Proc ess i rnl S ► il)syst rm
1-5
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(2) Geometric
• ,tittv-r effoots
• Rowtie anti varyinq altitude effects
- Scan qap anti overlap
• Registration procedures
Geo,iet is/scenes to map
• Ident if icat ion of g rot n,i contro l
mints
• Accuracy of grouni i control  point s
S-one to scene accuracy
1 1 se of Global Posit ioninq System (CIPA) Inta
Effects of various resamplinq procedures
Proposal Preparation
Pro•xasals shoulA he prepared and suhrnittetl as tiescrihed in Fnt-losure
2.	 in a(i,iition to proposals l.y in-iivi,ival investigators, "team
propos t 1 s" miy he accepted when the nature of the contt^mpl ite,i
research m,ikos su,-h an approach lo(lical anti effective.
Atiti i t Iona l I tlformat ion
ProIN-i • rs .are reiiiii At-A that the LanAsat-n Assessment System (LAS)
fat• i 1 i tv at GSFC will he available to ,ipproved invest igators f,--, r use
in a ►1.tlyzin q Lantisat - I) TM an.i MSS Aatn. The LAS t-omputer system is
a state-of-the-arc minicomputer that is interfaced t_o a high-speed
array proce-;sor. Thret+ -sophisticated image analysis terminals wi l l
hr availihlr for intorictive display and analysis of dtata. The LAS
fat • i 1 icy is Aiscus-t-,d
 in grAat	 detail in Fnclosurt- 4.
Als,^, rrot",k) g e!'s shcul'i hr aware of tho+ li ►nited cipahi l ity in the
l r nitt-A Stttt+s to acquiro TM data ..tiring the first fow months fol-
1,Win,1 the Lan,isat - 1 1 l.zunch. A Transportable Ground Station (TG,;)
lneitteti at CSFC will Allow TM Aata acquittit ion over the eastern
lin i t e,i Status out to arprox imat o l y the 100' mer i,i i an . 	 T11,+ rt'bason
for this init ial 1 tmitnt ion in TM Ajti ,actiuisit iar apability i4
iiscusst ,A in Fn.-losare 3 ani the TGS i-giiisition circlo is illus-
tratt + ,i in Fiourt +
 2 of F,nclOsure 3. This geograp ► ► ic limitation
shou l-i I-le talc + u into account if proposers are cons icier i nq un hint-
•11'0 ► 1 11A tartlets (,+.q., fielA pattert s), not within the TITS actluisi-
t 1 on ,' l rc 1,+, for
	
sensor pt + r formanct + .	 Not P that
luoun i - data processing of TM data is l imit t-ti to approximately ono
st'c`nt + pe r •lay Aur i nq the fir-it  year fo l low 1 nti l aunoh .	 (s-Pe
F:ticIosurt + 3.
Future information
Any t3t1t • s t ions re l at i n,l to this	 Notice sht-111 l ti he ad-
drt + sst-A to Mr. Darrel T,. Wi l l iams, Assistant Lnndsat-1) Project
it + nt ist, NAti4!Godd.ar,i SpacA Fl i,lht Center, Code c1 23, Greenbelt,
Mary l •1rni, 20771 or t e l ophonA ( 101) 344-AR60, 344 -72A2, or 344- 64 t31 .
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ENCLOSURE 2
Guidelines for Preparing Proposals
Purpose
These guidelines contain suqgested content and format information
and procedures for submission of unsolicited proposals for research
related to NASA's Landsat-D Image Data Quality Analysis proqram.
They are consistent with NASA's UAO Brochure, July 1980, The NASA
University Program: A Guide to Policies and Procedures (available
from University Affairs Office, Code LU-16, NASA Headquarters,
Washington, DC 20546).
General Guidelines
a. NASA Policv on Evaluation of Unsolicited Proposals
Proposers should be aware of NASA's general Policv concerning
evaluation of unsolicited proposals. Specificallv, the NASA
Procurement Regulation (NHR 5100.2B), Part 4, subpart a -
unsolicited proposals, specifies that the initial receiving
(coordinating) office, before making a comprehensive evalua-
tion of a document apparently submitted as an unsolicited
proposal, shall determine that the document:
(1) Contains sufficient technical and cost information to
enable meaningful evaluation
(2) Has been approved by a responsible official or author-
ized representative of the orqanization submitting the
proposal, or a person authorized to contractually obli-
gate the organization
If the document does not meet these requirements, the offeror
will be given the opportunity to provide the required data.
When an unsolicitedi proposal meets the above criteria, it is
then circulated for comprehensive evaluation. Again, the NASA
Procurement Regulation specifies that the comprehensive evalu-
ation shall consider, in addition to any other criteria, the
following:
(1) Unique, innovative, or meritorious methods, approaches,
or ideas, which have originated with or assembled to-
gether by the offeror that are contained in the proposed
effort or activity
'2)Overall scientific, technical, or socio-economic merits
of the proposed effort or activity
2-1	 1
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(3) Potential contribution which the proposed effort is
expected to make to the agency's specific mission if
pursued at this time
(4) Capabilities, related experience, facilities or tech-
niques, or unique combinations thereof, which the offeror
possesses and offers and which are considered to be
integral factors for achieving the scientific, technical,
or socio-economic objective(s) of the proposal
(5) Qualifications, capabilities, and experience of the pro-
posed principal investigator, team leader, or key per-
sonnel who are considered to be critical in achieving the
objectives of the proposal
It is important to the NASA and the total La.ndsat-D Project effort
that each of the received proposals be given peer eval>ation so that
the resulting investigations program will be fully responsive to the
needs of the total Landsat-D Program and the applications community.
The peer evaluation group may consist of government (both NASA and
nonNASA) and nongovernment personnel and the evaluation activity
will be managed and executed by the Landsat-D Project Science team.
Final approval of the selection of proposals will be provided by the
Associate Administrator, for the Office of Space and Terrestrial
Applications at NASA Headquarters.
b. Technical Data
It is NASA's policy to use the technical data contained in
proposals for evaluation purposes only. Where any of such
technical data constitutes a trade secret under the law and
the offeror, or his proposed subcontractor, desires to main-
tain trade secret rights in such technical data the following
"Notice" must be affixed to the cover sheet of the proposal
specifying therein the pages of the proposal that contain
trade secrets to be restricted in accordance with conditions
of the "Notice." Thereafter, it is NASA policy to protect
such noticed technical data as a trade secret. NASA assumes
no liability for use or disclosure of any technical data to
which the "Notice" has not been applied.
NOTICE
Data on pages
	
of this proposal constitute a
trade secret. It is furnished to the Government in
confidence with the understanding that it will not,
without permission of the offeror, be used or disclosed
other than for eval , -ztion purposes; provided, however, in
the event a contract is awarded on this proposal, the
Government may obtain in the contract additional rights to
use and disclose these data.
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Proposal Content and Format
The content of the proposal should be in sufficient detail so as to
enable a reviewer to make a judgment with respect to:
• The relevance of the proposed research to the objectives of
the Landsat-D Image Data Quality Analysis program as presented
and discussed in Enclosure 1
• The probability that the investigator(s) will be able to
accomplish the stated objectives within the requester resources
• The proposal's overall value, compared to other proposals that
participate within the same area of research in the program
When the work to be performed consists of two or more separate and
distinct tasks, the resources requested for the accomplishment of
the separate tasks should be provided.
Proposals should be limited to no mc_e than 12 single-spaced, type-
written pages (any other pertinent information such as publications,
design data, etc., may be included as enclosures) and -ontain at
least the following material assembled in the order given:
a. Cover Letter--Each proposal should be prefaced by a cover
letter signed by an official of the investigator's organiza-
tion who is authorized to commit the organization to the
proposal and its content. Their cover letter should refer to
one of the general research areas called out in Enclosure 1.
b. Title Page--The title page should contain the following:
(1) A short descriptive title of the proposed investigation
(2) The came of the proposing organization(s)
(3) The names, full addresses, telephone numbers, and affil--
iations of the principal investigator and all coinvesti-
gators
11
	
(4) The date of submission
(5) A brief statement regarding special needs or facilities,
indicating what is needed, and the appropriate time
scale
C. Abstract
The abstract should include the following:
(1) A brief statement of the overall objective and
justification of the work
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(2) A brief listing of the work to be accomplished and the
approach to be used during the award period
(3) A bibliography of one or two recent publications, by the
proposer, of work relevant to the proposal.
d. Description of Proposed Research--The description should
contain a brief introduction, background, and justification
that includes a full statement of the research proposed,
identifyinq and relating the key elements. Address the
nature and amount of experimental data involved; describe the
methods or approaches to be used; and discuss the advantages
of the proposed approach over alternatives.
When it is expected that the research will require more than
1 year for completion, the proposal should cover the complete
project to the extent that it can be reasonably anticipated.
Principal emphasis should be on the first year of work. The
description, and cost plan should each distinquish clearly
between the first year's work and that planned for subsequent
years. NASA reLerves the right to fund incremen;.411y any
contract/grant resulting from unsolicited propose.ls that are
received. In no case should the proposal extend beyond
3 years duration.
e. Data Requirements--Each investigator is responsible fcr
identifying: (aT the need for TM and/or MSS data to be
collected over a specific geographic location(s), (b) the
number of acquisitions needed and when (i.e., time cf year,
day or night, etc.), (c, the type and number of °ata products
needed, and W. the availability of existing data for
comparisons of Landsat-D MSS to previous MSS data. The
investigator should also plan for purchasing these data from
appropriate repositories such as the EROS Data Center.
f. Support Facilities--Laboratories, specialized equipment,
etc., that are available for use in the Landsat-D research
should be described. Equipment proposed to be purchased with
NASA funds should be specified and the eApenditure ju3tified.
Those investigators who plan to use the Landsat-D Assessment
System facilities at GSFC should identify their desire to do
so, and estimate the amount of usage required to obtain the
goals stated in their proposal.
g. Scientific and Technical Personnel--A brief summary of the
scientific background and relevant experience of the
Principal Investigator (PI) and of each Coinvestiga
(Co-I), should be given.
(1) PI--An investigator who has primary re.;ponsibility for
the accomplishment of the proposal objectives should be
identified. Usually, NASA will approve only a single
individual as "PI."
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(2) Co-I--This title should be restricted to a limited
number of well qualified, senior-level scientists, whc
will be contributing material to the research and who
would be capable of independently directing the propo:
research.
(3) Scientific Collaborators--All qualified scientists,
whose work on the research will be sponsored by NASA
funds, should be listed.
h. Investigators dt Other Insti:.utions--In those cases in which
research is to he conducted by scientific collaborators who
are not employed by the proposing institution, but are to be
funded through this award, the nature of the anticipated
contractual arrangements between the prcposing institution
and these investigators should bp
 specified.
i. Sources of Outside Support--The proposal should list other
supported research conducted by the PI, name of sponsor, and
title cif the research. There should be a similar listing (of
NASA support only) for each Co-I who is to contribute to the
research.
j. Dates--The proposal should include the date of submission and
the proposed starting and completion dates of the research.
k. Foreign Proposals--Foreign proposers are responsible for
arranging their own funding for the proposed investigation;
therefcze, cost information is not applicable to foreign
proposals. Investigators should be careful to comply with
all other guidelines.
1. Cost Plan (U.S. proposals only--includinq all federal estab-
lishments)--Proposers should be aware that cost sharing by
nonfederal organizations is statutorily required in any
co!.tract for basic or applied research that results from an
unsolicited proposal, unless the proposer certifies in writ-
ing, that it has no commercial, production, educational, or
service activities on which to use the results of the re-
search and that it has no means of recovering any cost shar-
ing on such projects.
Proposals may be prepared according to the guidelines of the
institution submitting the proposal and should include:
1. salaries and wages
2. ,Materials, supplies, and miscellaneous
3. Laboratory costs (including use or rental
of equipment and special services)
4. Travel (domestic and foreign)
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5. Equipment
6. Computer time
7. Publication and communications costs
8. Cost of data
9. Other direct costs
10. Overhead
11. Total operating budget for Grant or
Contract Period (generally 12 months)
12. Estimated total operating budget through
completion of research
13. Institutional contribution
14. Total months for completion of research
P
±	 Procedures for Submission
a. Domestic Proposals
Twelve copies of the proposal are desirable. All domestic
proposals should be mailed directly to the following address:
NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center
Code 100.2 (Reference AN:GSFC 81-A)
Greenbelt, Maryland 20771
One copy of the proposal should bear the original signatures
of the PI and an authorized official of the proposer's spon-
soring organization.
b. Foreign proposals
Responses for participation by individuals outside the United
States of America should be typewritten in English. These
responses should be reviewed and endorsed, in English, by an
appropriate sponsoring government agency in the proposer's
country. Twelve copies, one of which bears the original
signature of the endorsed responses, should be forwarded to
the following address:
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
International Affairs Division
Code LID-18 (Reference GSFC-81-A)
Washington, DC 20546
U.S.A.
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Include a reference to the number of this Applications No-
tice. Foreign responses received by the International Af-
fairs Division will go through the same evaluation process as
U.S.-affiliated responses. Should a foreign respondent be
accepted, NASA will arrange with the sponsoring foreign
agency for the proposed participation on a cooperative basis,
in which NASA and the sponsoring agency will each bear the
cost of discharging its respective responsibilities.
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ENCLOSURE 3
DESCRIPTION OF THE LANDSAT-D MISSION
Background
Since the early 1970's launch of the Landsat series of satellites, a
considerable amount of research has been directed towards extracting
useful information from satellite remotely sensed data for monitor-
ing the Earth's resources. The use of the observations from space,
provided ui the Multispectral Scanner (MSS) Subsystem on Landsats-1,
-2, and -3 has been fairly well determined, but the data have been
found lacking in certain respects. Three characteristics of Landsat
MSS data often identified as limiting factors are spatial resolu-
tion, spectral resolution, and timely availability of data. The
need for improved sensor capabilities over those of the MSS was en-
visioned before the launch of Landsat-1, and the characteristics of
a new sensor system have been under study since 1970. The new,
experimental Earth resources monitoring system that has evolved
through a series of study efforts and with the guidance of several
advisory groups representing all facets of the remote-sensing commu-
nity is called Landsat-D. The Landsat-D system is presently sched-
uled for launch in the third quarter of 1982 and is designed to be a
complete, highly automated data gathering and processing system that
should contribute substantially to more effective remote sensing of
Earth resources. The principal instrument on the Landsat-D space-
craft will be the Thematic Mapper (TM), that is designed to provide
spatial, spectral, and radiometric capabilities significantly more
advanced than those of the MSS. A four-band MSS similar to that
flown on Landsats 1 and 2 will also be carried on Landsat-D and will
collect data simultaneously with the TM.
The five major objectives of the Landsat-D project are to:
• Assess the capability of the TM and associated systems to
provide improved information for Earth resources management
• Provide, for both domestic and foreign users, a transition
from MSS data to the higher resolution and data rate of the TM
• Provide for system level feasibility demonstrations together
with NOAA and other use ,: agencies to define the characteris-
tics of an operational system including transfer of Landsat
D/D' management from NASA to NOAA
• Provide for continued availability of MSS data
• Permit continued foreign data reception
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The Landsat-D mission consists of a flight segment that is an orbit-
ing observatory arid a ground segment that includes the necessary
data processing and support systems. The satellite will he launched
from the Western Test Range (WTR) near Vandenberg Air Force Base in
California. The launch vehicle will be an upgraded Delta rocket
designated Delta 3920. The spacecraft will be launched into a near-
polar orbit having a 98.22-degree inclination to the equatorial
plane. The nominal altitude will be 705 kilometers. In this orbit,
Sun-synchronism will be achieved with a 9:45 a.m. equatorial cross-
ing time (t15 minutes) for the descending (north to south) daylight
pass of the satellite orbit. The repeat period will be 16 days.
Fiqure 1 provides a summary of the coverage pattern and characteris-
tics of the 16-day repeat cycle.
Flight Segment
The spacecraft component of the flight segment will be the Multimis-
sion Modular Spacecraft (MMS). This spacecraft will perform the
basic functions of providing power, altitude and attitude control,
and the command and data-handling systems. The MMS has improved
attitude-control capability over previous Landsat systems. The
pointing accuracy is spegified to be 0.01 degrees (1-sigma value),
and the stability is 10	 degrees/second (1-sigma value). To appre-
ciate the advantages afforded by the MMS in this area, one can com-
pare these performance values to the 0.7-degree pointing accuracy
and 0.01-degree/second stability values associated with Landsats-1
through -3. In addition, the attitu<?e control system information
provided by the MMS will be supplemented by an angular displacement
sensor (ADS) mounted on the TM. The ADS will provide more precise
information that is needed to account for the effects of vibration
(jitter) on imagery data. This anticipated vibration could be
caused by the scan-mirror oscillations of the MSS and TM sensors and
vibrations induced by stepper motor drives on the large Tracking and
Data Relay Satellite (TDRS) system antenna and solar-array mecha-
nisms.
Data Acquisition
One of the major advances in the Landsat-D system is the use of a
series of communication satellites to gather all data in :tear-real
time. The two communication satellite systems involved are the TDRS
system anti the Domestic Communications Satellite (DOMSAT) system.
The use of the TDRS system will eliminate the need to rely upon
on-board tape recorders, which is certainly a positive step forward
in concept, because tape recorders have historically failed on
previous Landsat missions. The DOMSAT system will be used to great-
ly reduce time delays previously encountered in shipping sensor data
from the Landsat ground receiving stations to the data processing
facility at the Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) in Greenbelt,
Maryland, and subsequently to data distribution centers such as the
EROS Data Center in Sioux Falls, South Dakota.
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The TMkS antenna located on the Landsat-D spacecraft will permit
command signals, telemetry signals, and TM and MSS sensor observa-
tions to be relayed through one of the two satellites, in the TDRS
system, to a single ground receiving station at White Sands, New
Mexico. The TDRS satellites will be placed in geosynchronous orbits
at 41°W and 171°W longitudes, respectively. This configuration will
permit the acquisition of TM and MSS sensor data of nearly all of
the Earth's surface. A small area of land lying approximately
between 67 0 E and 82 0 E longitudes and between 50 O N and 50 0 5 latitudes
will be excluded from coverage by the geometry of the system. (See
the following notice.)
To handle the high-data rates associated with Landsat-D and other
space missions, the TDRS system uses a Ku-band (=15 GHz) frequency
for communications. The Ku-band frequency will support simultaneous
transmission of both TM and MSS data. Because this frequency is
somewhat more affected by atmospheric conditions than previously
applied communications links, a relatively cloud-free location
(White Sands, New Mexico) was chosen as the point for receiving TDRS
information. Sensor data received at the White Sands facility will
be demodulated, separated, and recorded on separate wide-band digi-
tal data recorders. Once each 8-hour shift, compacted raw data.
tapes will be replayed from White Sands to the GSFC processing
facility by the DOMSAT system. The 50 megabits per second DOMSAT
capabilities will support the serial transfer of TM data at one-half
real time and MSS at two times real time. Under normal circum-
stances this data off-loading scheme will ensure a data delay of no
more than 8 hours from sensor observation to availability for proc-
essing at the GSFC facility. In the event of a DOMSAT support
failure lasting longer than 2 days, data tapes will be mailed di-
rectly to GSFC to prevent unmanageable backlogs.
Landsat-D will also be able to directly communicate with and send
data to I,andsat ground receiving stations. For this purpose, X-band
(8.025 to 8.4 GHz) and S-band (2206 to 2300 MHz) frequencies will be
used. Although S-band has been used for previous Landsat missions,
the high-frequency X-band link is required for handling the TM data
streams. As a result, stations that intend to receive TM data must
NOTICE: Note that delays until December 1962 (41 O W) and June 1983
(171 O W), in the deployment of the TDRS system, will significantly
limit the amount of TM data that can be captured at the beginning of
the Landsat-D mission. A Transportable Ground Stateion (TGS) lo-
cated at GSFC will allow TM data acquisition over the eastern United
States at the time of launch out to approximately the 100 1) meridian
(Figure 2). TM data acquisition capabilities for the remainder of
the United States will be provided following the deployment of the
first TDRS satellite. MSS data will be captured through the Landsat
Ground Station Tracking and Data Network (GSTDN) and selected for-
eign receiving stations until the TDRS system is fully operational.
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add X-band capabilities that were not previously required. Landsat-D
MSS data will still be transmitted using the S-band.
Sensor Pavload
The Landsat-D instrument payload consists of the TM and a four-band
MSS similar to that flown on Landsat 1 and Landsat 2. The TM pro-
vides seven narrow spectral bands that cover four major regions of
the optical portion of the electromagnetic spectrum. The regions
and TM bandwidths are: visible (0.45 - 0.52 µm, 0.52 - 0.60 µm,
0.63 - 0.69 µm); near infrared (0.76 - 0.90 µm); middle infrared
(1.55 - 1.75 µm, 2.08 - 2.35 µm); and thermal infrared 10.4 -
12.5 µm). The resolution field of view RFOV of the visible,
near- and middle-infrared bands will be 30 meters, while the
thermal-infrared RFOV will be 120 meters. The radiometric sensi-
tivity of the TM will be improved over that of the MSS, even though
the TM spectral bandwidths are more narrow and the ground sample
size (i.e., RFOV) smaller. In conjunction with this improvement in
radiometric sensitivity, the number of quantization levels has been
increased from 64 to 256. A comparison of general Landsat-D TM and
MSS sensor characteristics is provided in Table 3.
Table 3
Comparison of Landsat-D TM and MSS Sensor Characteristics
Thrmnt Ir Mapper	 Molt ielw rtr al Ora n lie 
('I'MI	 Subsystem	 (MSS)
N,{1 1. Nile t l	 1• Nit 1 •Wilt.• t t' 1 C`
Mi.1.Nnetel s s.•nsit i v i t y	 (NEAP) M 	 -rtbneters sensit ivity	 (NEAP)
Spe ctraI	 hand	 1 0.45	 -	 0.52 0.H% 0.5	 -	 0.6 0.57%
Speetr.{l	 band	 2 0.52	 -	 O.bU 0.51 0.6	 -	 0.7 0.57%
Spectral	 hand l 0.63 -	 0.b9 0.5% 0.7	 -	 0.8 0.65%
Spe eltaI	 hand 4 0.76	 -	 0.90 0.51 0.H	 -	 1.1 0.70%
Spectral
	
Lend 5 1.55	 -	 1.75 1.01
Speectra1	 ball ' ]	 b _1. OH	 -	 2. )5 .1 .	 .1%
spectral	 hand	 7 111.40	 -	 12.50 0.5K	 (NKAT)
NFEW 30M	 (bands	 1-0) 82M
(hands	 1	 a)
I20M
	
(hand	 7)
nata rate H5 MR/ti 15 M11/s
Vua nl 1 cet i•al 256 a4
eV., 1 S
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In terms of basic design, there are at least two fundamental differ-
ences between the two instruments. First, the MSS scans and obtains
data in one direction only and the TM scans and obtains data in both
directions. The bidirectional approach was employed to reduce the
scan rate and provide the dwell time needed to produce improved
radiometric accuracy. Second, the TM detector arrays are located
within the primary focal plane of the instrument, thus allowing
incoming light to be reflected directly onto the detectors without
tr?nsmission through fiber optics, as with the MSS. This configu-
•_aticn minimizes any loss in the intensity of incoming radiation.
However, this approach requires that the detector arrays for the
various spectral bandwidths be spaced apart in the focal plane by
the equivalent of several raster lines, so the same point on the
ground is not simultaneously scanned in all seven bands. Thus,
accurate TM band-to-band registration depends upon precise time-
registration and scan mirror profile repeatability. The anticipated
performance of the TM is discussed in detail in Enclosure 5 of this
package.
Ground Segment
The Landsat-D grouted segment consists of a Control and Simulation
Facility, a Mission Management Facility, an Image Generation Facil-
ity, a Landsat Assessment System, and a Transportable Ground Sta-
tion. The Landsat-D ground segment is shown in Figure 3 and
Figure 4.
In the replanning and rebaselining effort that took place within the
Landsat-D project during 1980, most of the design changes occurred
within the ground segment. In general, the processing capabilities
for the MSS and TM data were separated as much as possible. By
doing this, the important consideration of continuing and maintain-
ing the flow of MSS data to the user community would not be affected
by the data processing research and development efforts associated
with the TM data.
The functions of the various components of the ground segment,
listed above, can be briefly stated as follows:
a. Control and Simulation Facility (CSF) --The CSF will be a
dedicated control center with the capability to operate two
Landsat-D flight segments. The CSF will perform the follow-
ing:
• Coordinate the scheduling of ground resources for acqui-
sition of image data, communicate with the flight Gegment,
and control and maintain the flight segment
• Provide off-line mission planning and analysis
• Control, monitor, and analyze flight segment performance
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Figure 3. Landsat-D Ground Segment Configuration
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• Coordinate and direct TM and MSS operations for the acqui-
sition of image data and delivery of the image data to the
Image Generation Facility
b. Miscion Management Facility (MMF)--The MMF consists of hard-
ware, software, operations, and procedures to provide user
request processing, image data production management, manage-
.	 ment reporting, data base management, control point library
generation, inventory control, and ground segment management.
The MMF is subdivided into two elements, MMF-MSS and MMF-TM,
to maintain MSS and TM separability. Each element interfaces
with the other to allow for the exchange of TM acquisition
data.
C. Image Generation Facility (IGF)--The IGF is responsible for
receiving and processing the raw instrument data to produce
film and digital products to the requisite performance re-
quirements, for both MSS and TM data.
Characterization of the performance of the MSS and the TM
will be accomplished before transfer of management of each
system from NASA to NOAA. Absolute geodetic accuracy and
temporal registration requirements will be met to the extent
that sufficient ground control points are available in the
specific scene.
The IGF will consist of a Data Receive, Record, and Transmit
Subsystem (DRRTS), a MSS Image Processing Subsystem (MIPS),
and a TM Image Processing Subsystem (TIPS). As stated previ-
ously, there are distinct image processing subsystems for MSS
and TM to provide complete separability of MSS and TM proc-
essing. Close inspection of the IGF layout, which is en-
closed within the dashed lines in the ri ght half of Figure 4,
reveals the separation of the MSS and TM data processing
strings. The MIPS uses three redundant strings of components
composed principally of PDP VAX-11/780 and Floating Point
Systems AP-180V data processors. The TIPS consists of two
redundant strings of equipment that rely on VAX-11/780
hardware and a pipeline processor called the Federation of
Functional Processors (FFP) developed by the General Electric
Company.
The MSS element of the IGF will be used operationally. The
TM element of the IGF will be used, initially, in an adaptive
R&D mode and will subsequently evolve into an operational
system after the TM sensor and its performance are charac-
terized.
G	 d. Landsat-D Assessment System (LAS)--The LAS facility within
the ground segment was designed with an advanced data proc-
essing capability to facilitate the analysis of the higher
3-9
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data rate associated with TM image data. The LAS has two
principal functions that provide the following:
(1) Conduct detailed assessments of Landsat-D image data to
demonstrate by analysis and test that the key mission
objectives of providing improved information for Earth
resources management and transition to the higher reso
lution and data rate of TM data are being met.
(2) Conduct a preliminary TM R&D early access program using
the LAS facility for two purposes- The first is prepa-
ration of 1 TM scene/day to 241mm film, high density
tape, and computer compatible tape using a priori geo-
metric correction procedures. The second is measurement
of on-orbit spacecraft disturbance effects (jitter), and
evaluation and rectification, as possible, of the a
priori ground segment (TIPS) procedures for geometric
correction in the presence of jitter. The results of
such analyses and the development of alternative proce-
dures are expected to contribute to the subsequent phase
of the TM R&D program through influence on TIPS proc-
essing. The duration of this program will be from D
launch to D+12 months.
A more complete LAS facility description can be found in
Enclosure 4 of this package.
e. Transportable Ground Station (TGS)--A TGS will be installed
at GSFC for checkout of the Landsat-D local user transmission
system. During the initial activation of the onbc•,.rd instru-
ments, this station will monitor the initial turnons in real
time an(i will subsequently monitor the X- and S-barJ systems
performance.
The TGS will transfer acquired TM and MSS data to the IGF in
real time. Before TDRSS availability the TGS will be the
only NASA receiving station for all TM data and eastern
United States MSS data. (See the Notice on page 3-4.)
Ground Segment Image Performance and Production Requirements
The IGF within the ground segment is responsible for receiving and
processing the raw instrument data from both the MSS and TM sensors
to produce film and digital products. The intensity and concern for
generating quality data products is reflected by the rather strin-
gent and challenging performance and production requirements on the
IGF, that are summarized in Table 4 and Table 5.
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Table 4
I.andsat-D/D' Ground-Segment Image Performance Requirements
Function/Operation
Turnaround
Radiometric error correction
(relative interdetector)
Geometric error correction
(nominal conditions with
ground control points (GOP's))
Temporal registration error
Map projections supported
Resamplinq algorithms supported
Performance Objective
4q hours after receipt of raw
sensor data at GSFC to
generation of archival products
(worst.-ca ge averaged over in
days)
fl quantum Icvel over full range
0. 1; sensor P1xe' ( qO% of the
ti.me) (with sufficient
correlatable GCP'!s)
0.3 sensor pixel i qn% of the
time) (with sufficient
correlatable control points)
Space oblioue mercator
Universal transverse mercator/
pol a r stereograpbic
c'uhic convolution
Nearest neighbor
t
As a result, the schedule projections for the operational output of
MSS and TM data are relatively conservative and the "when available"
column in ­,'•.lble 5 should be noted.
Basically, full production and operational output of MSS data are
expected within 6 months after launch or approximately January 1983.
Operational output of TM data is not expected until January 1985.
The longer lead time associated with the operational output of TM
data is influenced primarily by two factors: (a) The TIPS within
the IGF will not be fully operational until approximately 1 year
after launch, (b) algorithms to account for the anticipated "jitter"
effects on TM band-to-hand registration and geometric correction
cannot be finalized until the satellite is launched and the mag-
nitude of tLe high frequency vibrations are quantified.
In the case of the 48-hour turnaround objective, the ground segment
was redesigned to incorporate a high level of backup alternatives
using proven data-processing equipment when possible. The new con-
figurations for the image qeneration procedures allow margin for
reprocessing a substantial segment of the production requirements
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each day to eliminate errors caught in quality checking. Several
more points in the data-processing chain are to be available for
performance checking and reporting than were available in Landsat 1
through Landsat 3 data-processing systems.
If data are lost because of suboptimum sensor performance (e.g.,
dead detectors), the present plan is to replace the poor data with
the neighboring or last good data. For example, if a detector be-
comes inoperative and produces a scanline dropout, the present plan
would be to repeat the data produced by the preceding scanline and
clearly flag the data products that this has occurred. Alterna-
tives, such as interpolating between neighboring scanlines or more
sophisticated interpolation routines, are being studied and evalua-
ted for increased representativeness and computation complexity.
The current conclusion is that replacement of a lost scanline by the
previous scanline is computationally simple and is therefore attrac-
tive for a large data-processing environment. Moreover, this ap-
proach is apparently almost as satisfactory as many ether approaches
in terms of its impact on data utility.
The radiometric correction procedures are of key interest to a
majority of users of the TM and MSS data. It is expected that, for
the MSS, the calibration wedge approach will be used to assess abso-
lute and band-to-band fidelity during Landsat-D operation, and scene
content histogramming will be used to monitor detector-to-detector
gain and bias and to achieve the *_1 quantum level specification. On
the TM, a series of three lamps will be operating at different in-
tensities to provide eight levels of calibration intensity over the
range of response for the instrument. The details for TM radiomet-
ric correction procedures are not yet available, but the MSS proce-
dures are becoming mor- definitized. For detector-to-detector
matching, means and variances for each sweep of the mirror will be
compared to a moving mean of sever p l sweeps to determine if the tl
quantum level differences between channels is being met. This pro-
cedure is now being examined, usina Landsat-3 data to see if it
performs adequately over a useful range of scene conditions.
The geometric correction specifications for the MSS and TM data are
quite stringent, particularly for the TM. The improved attitude
control capability of the Multimission Modular Spacecraft may expe-
dite the processing of MSS data in particular. However, the instal-
lation of the angular displacement sensor on the TM reflects the
concern for the so-callod "jitter" effects that result from the in-
teraction of the scan vibrations produced by the MSS and TM and the
drive mechanisms of the TDRSS antenna and solar array. The infor-
mation provided by this sensor will be used to account for high-fre-
quency (up to -100 cycles/second) vibrations that may affect the
hand-to-hand registration and other geometric specifications already
noted.
Significant corrections must also be made to account for off-nadir
("bow-tie") effects and scan qap or overlaps in TM data that may
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occur because of the normal variations in orbital altitude that
occur as the spacecraft proceeds around the Earth.
Algorithms to account for the effects mentioned are now in devel-
opment* and will be supplemented to attain the geodetic and temporal
registration specifications by the use of ground-control points.
The selection and use of ground-control points will be an exacting
and challenging procedure because of the accuracies needed for the
TM data.
TM and MSS Imaqe Data Analvsis Plans
Given the complexity of the processing that must be applied to the
sensor data from Landsat-D, it is clear that a careful analysis
program will be necessary to ascer-cain if the sensors and attendant
data are meeting specifications and achieving the applications po-
tential envisioned at the start of the Landsat-D program. Plans
have been developed to initiate a modest but formal investigation
program in the 1982 to 1984 timeframe that will principally be of an
engineering assessment nature. These investigations will focus on
assessing the performance of the TM, the MSS, and their attendant
data-processing systems relative to the specifications for these
systems.	 (See Enclosure 1.)
For the MSS, the focus is to be on those features of the MSS data
that result from Landsat-D operating at a lower altitude than
Landsat 1 through Landsat 3. These features include effects, if
ai._, on the application of the data associated with the larger scan
angle of the Landsat-D MSS (14.93 , versus 11.52 0 ) and the slightly
larger ground resolution element size (82 versus 79 meters). In
addition, the relative and absolute calibration of the Landsat-D MSS
must be evaluated. Relative calibration between channels, bands,
and previc • is MSSs on Landsat 1 through Landsat 3 will be emphasized.
Both the performance of the TM and MSS must be evaluated relative to
specifications. Dynamic range, frequency and transient response,
scanmirror velocity profile, scan length and repeatability, are
among the many parameters to be evaluated. As previously noted, a
key part of the examination will be the evaluation of vibration
(jitter) effects on the performance of the TM and MSS instruments.
The ground systems must achieve band-to-band registration, geodetic
(scene-to-map) registration, and temporal registration (scene-to-
scene) specifications. In addition, channel-to-channel differences
* A. Prakash and E.P. Beyer, "Landsat-D Thematic Mapper Image
Resampling for Scan Geometry orrection," 1981 Machine Proc-
essing of Remotely Sensed Data Symposium, LARS, Purdue
University, 1981, 11 pp.
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within bands must be restrained to tl quantum level as far as pos-
sible. The data must be resampled, particularly for the TM, to meet
registration specifications, and to account for off-nadir changes in
picture element (pixel) size and shape and gaps or overlap between
TM scans resulting from varying altitude (=30 to 40 kilometers) over
the course of an orbit or several orbits. Therefore, the effective-
ness of these procedures must be evaluated. These aspects, as well
as many others, will call for careful investigations.
Besides the enqineering assessment activities alluded to previously,
some limited observational science-type investigations are envi-
sioned to obtain results that quantitatively typify the attributes
of the TM relative to the MSS for Earth-resources management. How-
ever, it is planned that these efforts will programmatically remain
secondary to the engineering assessment activities, noted previous-
ly, until 1984 or 1985. At that time applications that are research
related to the TM should begin to reach significant magnitude com-
mensurate with the achievement of full Landsat-D data processing
capabilities and the operation of these systems by the operational
Earth-resources satellite agency, NOAA.
Summary
Several key changes in the Landsat-D project have taken place during
the past year, primarily in relation to the qround seament and the
availability of data to the user community. Thus, previous articles
describing the various aspects of Landsat-D may contain out-of-date
information and should be treated accordingly. Major changes, high-
lights, and interesting aspects of the current Landsat-D program are
as follows:
• Landsat-D is to be launched by the third quarter of 1982.
• Landsat-D' launch readiness is to be achieved within 12 to 15
months after Landsat-D launch.
• Protoflight TM and MSS are to be flown on Landsat-D.
• TDRSS will be the Landsat-D/D' observatory to ground segment
communications network (TDRSS network to be deployed in 1983).
• GSTDN will be used until TDRSS network becomes available.
• TM data acquisition will be limited to direct readout to the
TGS at GSFC until the TDRSS rietwork is deployed. (TGS will
provide coverage of the eastern United States out o approxi-
mately 100 , meridian.	 (See Figure 2.)
• Data are to be transmitted directly to foreign ground
stations.
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• Global Positioning System (GPS) will provide ephemeris data.
• Predictive-fit ephemeris is to be used until GPS becomes
operational.
• Angular displacement sensor is to be flown on Landsat-D and P'.
• MSS data processing is to begin at Landsat-D launch plus
14 days.
• NASA is to conduct TM evaluation at the 1-scene/day level
during the first year and TM R&D processing at the 12-scene/
day level during the second year of Landsat-D mission life.
• TM RED quality data are to be available on a limited basis
beginning 1 year after Landsat-D launch.
• TM processing capability at the 12-scene high-density tape,
12-scene 241-mm film master, and 2-scene computer compatible
tape (CCT) product level per day is to be proven by July 31,
1984.
• TM processing capability at the 50-scene high-density tape,
50-scene 241-mm film master, and 10-scene CCT product level
per day is to be achieved by January 31, 1985.
Conclusion
The Landsat-D project has progressed from the initial stage of plans
and designs to the stage where the major elements and systems that
comprise the overall Landsat-D system now exist and are being inte-
grated for eventual launch and operation of Landsat-D in the third
quarter of 1982. The anticipation of receipt of actual data is
being manifested in the preparation of plans for engineering assess-
ment analyses of Landsat-D MSS and TM data and the analysis of simu-
lated TM data obtained from ground-rased and airborne instruments.
However, to achieve this next step in advancing technology for F.artlh
resources monitoring and manaqement using space technology, much re-
mains to be done both before and after the launch.
i
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ENCLOSURE 4
LANDSAT-D ASSESSMENT SYSTEM (LAS) FACILITY DESCRIPTION
OVERVIEW
The LAS is an integral part of the total Landsat-D ground segment.
'T'he configuration and facilit y_ layout nf the LAS were developed with
the scientific user community's needs and objectives in the Landsat-D
operations period as prime considerations. See Figure 5 for a block
diagram of the LAS system hardware. The system includes a Digital
Equipment Corporation (DEC) VAX 11/780 minicomputer with one mega-
byte (MB) of main memory, seven high-speed input/output (I/O) ports,
a low-speed I/O port, a Floating point System (FPS) AP-lPOV high-
speed processor, three Hazeltine image analysis terminals (IAT's),
two high density digital tape recorders (HDDR's), and a variety of
	 !
other standard peripherals.
DICOMED D4'VAX 11 X780
CCT	 PDP113^
UNIBUS
OPTRONICS L5500
(FILM RECORDERS)
CARD	 PRINT AP IBOV ARRAY PROCESSORA/N
RDT /'-^-^
IAT	
01
ONTROL
^-	 IMAGE ANALYSIS
	
IATO	 TERMINALS
11 	 Z
TROL 	 IAT	 I O
DISC
I SCANNER I DIGITIZER I
HIGH SPEED BUS
Figure 5. LAS Hardware Configuration
The LAS has been designed to handle a variety of I/O media (e.q.,
discs and tapes) and data formats. The LAS facility will be capable
of accepting and producing computer compatible tapes (CCTs), high
density diqital tapes (HDDTs), and film images. Typical inputs to
the system will include Thematic Mapper (TM) and Multispectral
Scanner (MSS) data from CCT's and HDT's, as well as ancillary data
from tape, film, maps, charts, and punched cards.
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The LAS h s been sized to process image segments varying from 512
lines by 512 picture elements per line, to full TM scenes of approx-
imately 6500 lines by 6500 picture elements per line. Due to the
volume of data associated with a full TM scene, LAS capabilities for
extensive processing of full TM scenes are limited.
Use of the LAS facility by successful LIDQA proposers is optional,
and access to the facility will be coordinated by the Landsat-D
Project Scientist.
The following sections of this Enclosure will describe: (a) the
system hardware and its configuration, (b) the systems and applica-
tions software that will be available at the time of launch, (c) the
LAS user interface and system availability, and (d) the LAS physical
plant.
SYSTEM HARDWARE AND CONFIGURATION
VAX 11/780
The VAX 11/780 is the host computer for the LAS. The processor
configuration is shown in Figure 6. The VAX is a 32-bit minicom-
puter with a write-through cache memory that interfaces to the
peripheral busses and main memory through the high speed (13.3
MB/second), synchronous backplane interconnect bus (SBI). The LAS
VAX has one MB of interleaved main memory with dual controllers. A
floating point accelerator hardware option is included to improve
arithmetic processing r6tes. A UNIBUS adapter allows low-speed
peripherals, such as alphanumeric- terminals, to access the SBI. The
six MASSBUS adapters permit_ high-speed peripherals, such as disc
drives, to make direct memory access transfers to and from the main
memory through the SRI. The DR780 interface provides a direct
connection between the SBI and a high-performance peripheral, in
this case the AP-1ROV.
Auxiliar y Processor
To supplement the processinq capabilities of the VAX minicomputer,
the LAS has been configured to include an FPS AP-180V hiab-speed
processor. The AP-180V is capable of performing up to 12 million
floatinq pc.int operations per second on 38-bit floating point oper-
ands. The LAS AP-180V configuration is shown in Fiqure 7 and in-
cludes 256K wor (9s of data memory, 4h words of program memory,
16K words of random access table memory, and RK words of look-up
table constants. It is expected to reduce processing time by a
factor of two to five over the VAX for calculation intensive opera-
tions such as geometric correction/imaqe resamplinq, classification,
and other image processing functions.
High Density Digital Tape Recorders
Two 28-track Martin Marietta/Honeywell high density tape drives will
provide the primary means for inqestinq and archiving Landsat-D
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Figure 6. VAX 11/780 Processor Configuration
data. The HDDR's record data on 24 data tracks at 33,333 bits-
per-inch (bpi) per track. The HDDR tape controller, built by GE for
the Landsat-D Ground Segment, is shown in Figure 8.
The serial-to-parallel data input (SPDI ) device performs conversion
on a serial-data stream from the HDDR to a VAX acceptable format.
The Crop/Subsample/Average component of the SPDI performs rectangu-
lar windowing of data, and pixel subsampling or averaging in real
time. Window sizes, subsampling rates, and averaging reduction
factors are selectable under software control. The parallel-to-
serial data output (PSDO) device performs the inverse function of
the SPDI. The HDDR hardware rrovides capabilities for searching
tapes for a designated scene at 240 io ches per second (ips) and
rewinding tapes at 300 ips. The LAS SPDI and PSDO will operate at a
data transfer rate of 400 KB/sec.
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NASA . 36
	 TIME CODE	 IRIG - A
TRANSLATOR
HDDR	 HDDR
TIME	 SWITCH &	 TIME
	
SEARCH HDDR CTL	 SEARCH
CONTROL SPDI WITH I	 CONTROL
CSA	 CONTROL	 PSDO
DATA
DATA
VAX
SPDI SERIAL TO PARALLEL DATA INPUT
CSA CROP, SUBSAMPLE, AVERAGE
PSDO: PARALLEL TO SERIAL DATA OUTPUT
Figure 8. HDTR Subsystem
Image Analysis Terminals
The three LAS image display and analysis consoles developed by the
Hazeltine Corporation, model DDG-17A, are similar to existing image
analysis terminals in u-se at GSFC. The three consoles provide
interactive image processing and color image display capabilities.
Each terminal includes eight solid-state television refresh memories
with individual refresh channels containing 512 by 512 eight bit
picture elements.	 (See Figure 9.) The terminals will be inter-
faced to the VAX computer through a MASSBUS adapter, allowina data
transfer of one 512 by 512 eight-bit image in less than 1 second.
Fast image manipulation is accomplished by the use of terminal
hardware, including a joystick driven cursor, image shifting and
windowing circuitry, gray-level look-up tables, and a switchable
matrix memory configuration. System flexibility is maintained by
controlling all hardware functions from the terminal driver soft-
ware.
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A vid..coa scanner/digitizer unit has been developed in-house at GSFC
to produce digital_ images of maps, photographs, graphs, etc. The
unit produces standard television signal output that is converted
from analog to digital by the single electronics Hazeltine IAT. The
digital image is then stored in a 512 by 512 refresh memory.
`	 Disc Storage
The LAS configuration includes eight RP06 disc drives. Four of them
are dual-ported to allow multiple access paths and each provides 176
MBs of storage. These drives provide the capacity to store up to
two full TM and two full MSS scenes. These units will be used for
bulk storage of full and partial scenes read from high-density
tapes. Of the remaining four disc drives, one will be used as the
system disc and the remaining three will be dedicated to the three
interactive image analysis consoles.
CCT Recorders and Other Peripherals
Twu STC-1953 800/1600/6250 bpi magnetic tape drives are connected to
a MASSBUS and provide capabilities for reading and writing CCTs.
These units will serve for ingesting and creating data tapes and for
creating tapes to oe used as input to the off-line film recorder
subsystem.
Several hard-copy devices, including: a Versatec printer/plotter, a
DEC 300 line-per-minute line printer, and a letter quality printer,
are interfaced to the UNIBUS. They will provide the ability to
prodi!ce shade prints of digital image data, program listings, and
documentation. Fourteen alphanumeric CRT terminals (VT 100's) are
also interfaced to the UNIBUS for program development and use by
applications scientists. Users will be able to obtain quick hard
copy from CRT's with a Tektronix monochrome hard-copy unit and from
the IAT's with a video color Polaroid hard-copy unit. In addition
to these "quick-look" devices, a DICOMED D47 and an Optronics L5500
film recorder will be available. The DICOMED is capable of generat-
ing black and white and color products having dimensions of 4096 by
4096 pixels. The Optronics generates black-and-white products only,
but can handle image dimensions of up to 8000 by 8000 pixels.
Several black-and-white images can be pin registered to produce
color composite products.
SYSTEMS AND APPLICATION SOFTWARE
The collection of software used ,: support of the applications
programs on the LAS is termed system software. The system software
will include: the host operating system and its extensions, the
applications executive, data transfer utility pro g rams, and support
software for the auxiliary processor and the image analysis termi-
nals.
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Operating System
VMS (Virtual Memory System) is the DEC-supplied operating system fol
the VAX 11/780. It is capable of: scheduling, record and file
management, and has virtual memory features. The program develop-
ment tools included for VAX/VMS are test editors, a linker, a li-
brarian, a common run-time procedure library, and a debugger. The
command language for VAX/VMS (DCL) provides access to the program
development utilities as well as language compilers and user system
services. A MACRO assembler is a standard feature of VMS, and a
FORTRAN compiler will be purchased as well. The I/O services for
VMS are the record management system (RMS) for general purpose file
and record processing, and the I/O system services, for direct I/O
processing.
All standard peripherals, including discs, magnetic tapes, printers,
card readers, and terminals are supported by the manufacturers'
device drivers and diagnostics. The General Electric Company, which
is responsible for building and/or integrating the IAT's and HDDR
subsystem, will provide device drivers and diagnostics for these
peripherals.
The International Mathematical and Statistical Library will be
purchased from IMSL, Inc., to provide standard support routines
callable by applications programs. Versatec, the manufacturer of
the LAS electrostatic printer/plotter, will be the source of the
Versaplot package. In addition, the software for the AP-1ROV's
control and program development will be purchased with the hardware
from Floating Point Systems.
Applications Executive
The LAS will use an applications executive program to provide the
following:
• A user command and menu interface for control and sequencing
cf applications tasks
• An application program support package for passing control
parameters and data to the application on demand
• Information management support, including c:ataloa_ management
and resource arbitration
The LAS applications executive will be the Transportable Applica-
tions Executive (TAE), which is being developed by zhe Information
Extraction Division at GSFC.
TAE interactive services will provide a range of capabilities to
meet the needs of users with all levels of expertise. Menus are
generally intended for use by novice users and will serve to guide a
user to available system services and processors. The command
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language will provide a powerful and fast way of directing the
system to carry out desired functions. The TAE Command Processor
will support VICAR* commands and command syntax as a subset of the
TAE Command Language.
Applications Software
The applications software is fundamental to the LAS because it
provides the means for car_ying out the general image analysis
requirements of LIDQA investigators. The applications programs
which will Pxist in one or more applications libraries, will re
modularized to perform sirgle functions. In addition it will he
designed and implemented using the structured methods of the LAS
Software Management Plan and the interface requirements of the TAE
and the image data base.
LAS applications software will be based on a conve y-ion of existing
VICAR routines and will be partitioned into the following six major
categories:
• Preprocessing	 • Image Manipulation
• Radiometric Correction	 • Display Manipulation
• Geometric Correction	 • Interpretation and Analysis
However, at the time of the Landsat-P launch, all VICAR routines
will not be implemented on the LAS. Applications Software will be
available at D launch to perform the following:
• Preproce-s images to repair bad lines, image blemishes, and
spikes
• Apply Fourier transforms (one and two dimensional)
• Extract subimages
• Generate histograms and print intensity values
• Generate and apply radiometric look-up tables (RLUT)
• Perform image registration and apply geometric transformations
• Resample pixel values using n(, arest neighbor, bilinear, or
cubic-convolution interpolations
• Apply image enhancements including contrast stretch, gray-
level slice, edge enhancement, and convolution
a
d
	
*VI('AR is JPL's Video Image Communication and Retrieval System, a
widely used image processing system that runs on ISM computers.
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• Apply pixel algebraic operations
• Difference two images
• Derive image statistics
• Generate and plot contours
• Manipulate training-site data and classification data
• T-.oply a Rayesian classifier
• Gen?rate hard-copy film products
In addition, software to control the IAT's will be available at D
launch to perform the following:
• Generate function look-up tables (LUT) and false and pseudo-
color tables
• Display class maps
• Annotate images
• Blink images
In the months following the Landsat-D launch, additional software
will be .implemented to perform the followinq functions:
• Mobaic images
• Perform image algebraic operations
• Ratio two images
• Apnly the Karhunen-Loeve transform
• Perform canonical analysis
• Compute transformed divergence
• Apply parallelopiped or minimum distance classifiers
• Perform clustering, uniformity mapping, texture analysis,
linear discriminant analysis, and others
After launch additional software will. be  developed to control the
IATs and perform the followinq:
• Track the cursor
• Scroll she images
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discipline scientists as analysis software is developed. This
software can he programmed in a background mode during the two
regular shifts, with no impact on the LAS users interactive ses-
sions.
1;
ENCD- SURE S
THEMATIC MAPPER 4N INTERIM REPORT PAGE IS P^ 1915
ON ANTICIPATED PERFORMANCE
	 QR1Q1NL^ QVAI,I"
J L. Engel	 Of P00
Santa Barbara Research Center
Abstract
The Thematic Mapper (TM) is a second generation Earth
Resources Space Sensor being develop;d by the Hughes Aircraft
Company under a contract front 	 Goddard Space Flight
('enter. I-he l heniatic Mapper is a derivative of the Multispcchal
Scanner IMSS) sensors which have flown on Landsat Spacecrafts
I thru 3. Several paper have been written describing the Per-
formance specifications and the design features of the Th:rna' c
Mapper. (1 •'-) this paper will briefly review the requirements ad
the design concept but will concentrate oil 	 anticipai--d .:n-orbit
performance based oil 	 and system level test resul!s
obtained from Engineering Model and Protoflight Model ha Iware
The Thematic Mapper (TM) is an advanced Moltisri_ trd
Scanner earth resources sensor that will he launcl,^-J t i 'he
National Aeronautics anti Space Administration'.i Lan0sat D sate'.-
lite in 1982.
While the TM relies heavily on the tec'mol , ^y M the N1ulti-
spectra' Scanner Systeni (MSS). which has reRumei pictc:res of
earth continuously since its launch oil irst Land.al in 1972.
it is designed to achieve higher imagery -solution, sharper color
separation. improved geometric f (ehty. and greater radiometric
accuracy and resolution than its MSS predecessor. Further. TN1
data %ill he sensed in seven spectral hands simultaneously.
flit TM %k ill operate as it is carried in a circular, near-polar
orhit at 71[15-kn altitude. it will scan a swath of earth 185 km wide
an area determined by the orbital motion of the satellite and by
the sweeping scan mirror of the nstiument. Successive swalhs are
designed to overlap for complete su r t'ace coverage. The repeat
scanning cycle of a gi v en swath will occur every 16 days.
T .hle 1. Major Performance Requirements
Square-Wave Response
(Bands 1-5, 7 1 0.35 for 30 lit Bars
(Band 6) 0.35 for 120 in
Band-to-Band Registration <6 m
Scan Profile Repeatahility <6 In
Along- I rack Overlap, Underlap <6 n
SAth Width 185 km
Radiometric Resolution
(Bands 1-5. 7) 0.5-2.4'; NEp
(Noise-Equivalent Reflectance)
(Band 6) 0.5 K NI-TD
(Noise-Equivalent Temperature
Difference I
Absolute R.Idiometrlc Accuracy 10^'r
Band-to-Band Radiometric
Precision
Channel-to-Channel RN1S Noise
<Radiometric Precision 4
Spectral Coverage 0.45.1 2.5 pni
Signal Quantization Levels 250
Data Rite R4.9 Mhos
Weight 243 kg
Power 332 walls
Envelope 0.66 in x I	 I in x 2.0 m
The satellite orbit is scm-synchronous; thus data from a given
spot will he collected at the same time each day, approximately
9:30 a.m local standard tittle. It will he transmitted in two ways:
thnnigh a direct downlink to ground stations around the world,
and through relay to a central data processing facility at White
Sands, NM. The relay will be accomplished through the Tracking
ant] Data Relay Satellite System ITDRSS). Data will he processed
oil
	
and computer-compatible tapes. The mission requirements
for 1 M are shown in Table 1.
Table 2 lists the specific spectral bands selected for TM and
the radiometric resolution and principal applications of each band.
This pixel size of 30 m (ground resolution) allows accurate classifi-
cation of crop fields as small as 6 to 10 acres.
Table 2. Snectral Passbands
Band Range
(pill i
Radiometric
Resolution
Principal Applications
1 0.45-0.52 0.8 NFp Coastal Water Mapping
Soil/Vegetation Differentiation
Deciduous/Coniferous Differ-
entiation
_- 0.52-0.60 0.5s: NEp Green Reflectance by Healthy
Vegetation
3 0.63-0.69 0.5%NEp Chlorophyll Absorption for
Plant Species Differentiation
4 0.76-0.90 0.5 17c NEp Biomass Surveys
Water Bod y Delineation
5 1.55-1.75 1.0%NEp Vegetation Moisture Measure-
ment
Snow/Cloud Differentiation
6 10.4 - 12.5 0.5 K NETD Plant Heat Stress Management
Other Thermal Mapping
7 1	 2.08 . 2.35 1	 2.4`k NEp I liydrothernal Mapping
A cutaway,
 illustration of the Thematic Mapper is shown in
Figure 1. Table 3 lists the significant parameters of the TM.
J
Figure 1. Cutaway View of Thematic Mapper
( ups nRhl ( American Imlituie fit AeronaitIics and
A.irunsrlic%. Inc.. 19 p0. All righa reused.
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The scan mirror stove% the view of the tele%COPC hack and forth
across the ground track Proµ • eted from the spacecraft's polar orbit
a%shossn in Fiore 2. In Figure 4 the ground track is shown sub-
do ided into I r, raster lines as it is scanned 111 the cross-liack
4T DRSS
MSS
	
^I	 ORBIT
	
a,	 DIRECTION
N TOS
Table J. Significant TNI Parameters.
Orbit Stilt Synchronous
705.3 kill AltitudC
98.9 min PeriLxl
98'' Inclination
16 Day Repeat Cycle
Scan 185 kilt Swath
7.0 IIL Rate
85'?; Efficiency
Optics 40.6 cm Aperture
f,!6 at Prime Focus
42.5 µrad IFOV, Bands 1-4
f/3 at Relay Focus.
43.8 µrad IFOV, Bands 5,7
170 µrad I I OV, Band 6
Signal 52 kll/, 3 db, Bands 1-5, 7
13 k1i.. 3 tit), Band 6
I SamplellFOV
8 BitsiSample
84.9 Mbps Multiplexed Output
r
SCAN WIDTH
D. 480m
,^^	
lJ
GROUNDSWATH	 RESOLUTIONWIDTH	 TM-30m185 km
Figure '_.	 Landsat-D mission.
dire, ion by an army of l6 detectors. There are six such arrays of
detectors, each with an optical filter to define its spectral hand.
and a seventh array consisting of tour detectors, each on; heing
lour times the sve of a detector In the other six arrrvs. Figure 3
shows life Precise angular relationships among the hands.
A scan lute corrector Preceding the detectors compensates
for the souUlerl% drift of the •irra%'s swath due to the spacecraft
orhital 111011011. so the scan Inu • s %Ill he straight and perpendicular
to the ground track. Figure 5 dlus11ates scan lines with and without
this correction. B0111 di rections of scan mirror motion :an thus he
used for high scan efficiency. The corrector jumps ahead during
BAND
oa
as
I
al^mmo
ocrKxx C
FIELD
CENTER
t
I	 I	 I^O
I
I
®oomo
I
I
°mCDCM 3
°CIX23C °
SEPARA
TION,
IFOV
OFF-AXIS,
DEGREES
e
0.2492
0.2322
0.14758
0.08427
0.02531
0.08618
O.T4706
0.20793
0.21219
34.75
5
28
7
45
4
25
3
25
2
25
Figure 3, Detector Projection at Prime Focal I'lan-
the scan mirror turnaround, such that the next set of raster lines
is contiguous with the previous set. Since the seven detectors
representing the spectral hands fit a single raster line are scanned
across a f ixed point on the earth's surface at seen ditferent times,
ante-registration is also important the scan mirror IS constrained
to move linearly and repeatably in order to satisty this need.
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F igure 4. Detccior Array Protections on Ground Track
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SCANNER G,RQUND PATTERNS )tflr^
SPACECRAFT TRAVEL
ACTIVE SCANS' SCAN
GO 1 ms PERIOD
1429 ins
I
I
a) UNCOMPENSATED
1	 l
h) CORRECTION FOR ORBITAL MOTION
FOV
^I I^ TURN AROUND 10 7 ms
I
1
ci COMPENSATED
Figure S. Stan line corrector function.
I lite r of the %pe'clral haled, use deheilots tequiring Cooling. The
scene energy lot ihe%e passe, Ihtough the pine local plane .end Is
re'fo,ii ,cd hr rcla\ opts:% .II the Cooled loch I'Line. ( ooling IS
a, ompll,hcd h% ., radiance cooler coupling thi, focal plane to
,peer bat kground R.ahomet tic calthr.0 ion of the Instrument I,
m.unl.nnrd hs pa s,I ng a ,hut ter lust .lhe.ael of the telcscope', prime
local pLine timing,:an mmol turnaround. the ,huller presents to
the Bete, Ior, lust .I bla, k ioc• ience surface and then. toward one
edge—in opticalsy%lem uan,milling energy tram re • feren:e sources
I ungslen Lamps are the ..Ihhtauor..offices lot hand, I through
.Ind -, whdc hand o %lase, a heated hl.lrkhod% In a 111111"01 nnounled
oil the,htiller.
I'he reasons for some basic choices of the I'M dc,Ign Ire
t)t, hclApace scanning use, relafocl^ small Ire• Id .Ingle, ill
the optic%. thus gning hhr a,Nanlagcs of nunnnunt op11c.11
ahen.Ition, .Ind 011 nunnnum  mat r0n I,s Ihr ,r:onJ.11r
imitor
111 reflective opllrs tescept for cooler windows) enable
„lilt' ,pet oral :o%crage
Sepat.111on col life specl yd hand, h , tok-A plane spacing
allow, mu: h of the hand-to-hmul regoinanon ill
	 attained
by Co pl.nlal .I,l)u,ltllent of the''iete•ctors
Program Status
1 •hc dcslgn phaW 01 the I licnnatic Mapper program has been
omplcted .and the I ngmeerutg Model F% undergoing sl,lem ler-
lorin.nl.e Ie,tng I he ,uh%%stems (or the Protolllght I hematic
\lappet are I+erng Inlegl.ited Into the linal :onflguration, and ,y,tcnt
pcitommmt- Ie,ling will Levin ill Dekenilm. I U RO II will be
deloercd ill NASA 111 Srpiember. 1 0 hl mid I%schcahled lot
launch on the Land,.It 1) Spacecraft nl 1 982 "rhr,uh.l„rmbhr,
for the I light I Then1411C Willper are bring as,rmhl yd and the
Flight I mortnncnt Is scheduled for drloen Io NASA u, Septenr
het.
1 he remainder of (Iris p.lper will ploeIle. I 1 .I review of the
deslg11 0l each lit the malur ,uhsystenls of the Hicnnatic Mapper
Including pholographs of tile flight hardware followed by ?) a
look at the anticipated l,crformatice of the Them atic Map per with
respect tit 	 %yslem rryuircmenl, for spectral tr%ponse, radio-
metric %e'nslfivity•squarewave reasons;, and hand-to-hand reKistra-
Uarl.
Subsystem Design
In this section the tun: tlon and design features of the major
subsystems are reviewed ul the sequence in which the scene energy
passes through the optical system beginning with the object spare
scan mirror assembly.
Scan Mirror As%e nnI6
Fhe beryllium scan mirror Is required to operate linearly over
:I lurchanical Stall ailgle• of 7.7' at a 7-117 rate with the required
turnaround, occurring fit 	 m%ec Figure h illustrates the scan
nurror angular position as ;I 	 of lime. The lineanty of
TURNAROUND	
t
TIME	
tt^^Q^',o,7rop.^
p,-0^°RAVEL	 BUMPER\^QOO
CONTACT OO(^
SAM PULSES
TUnNiAROUPe)
RE VE RSE
	
FORWARD
	
SCAN	 SCAN
START AND END
OF ACTIVE SCAN
AS MEASURED By
SCAN ANGLE
MONITOR
7.M 10067 0 	I I
	
ACTIVE SCAN
	
ACTIVE SCAN
60.711 t 0 7 y arc(MEANI
2 9 ssnc 10
SCAN PERIOD
142.976 t416Yarc
16 9967 t 0 02 Hit
Figure h. Scan mirror assembly operational requirements.
motion during the active scans (forward and reverse) is extremely
rrnp0rtmil due to the effech of a nonconstant velocity on the
stringent hand-to-hand te't,hau0n requirements The hand-to-hand
mgisiralion perl0n11an:e budget alloc.Ilion for the scan mirror,
requires the %can pmlde to he lineal to within 17.5 grad peak liver
the full scan angle. The scan nurror is elliptical lit shape with a
major dminetet of `1 05 inch and :I minor diameler of lit _'S inch
I lie ,i re of the mirror requires Ihat a light (sauced-ber\lliunl
egg-crate structure he used In nunnn m the 111.1%, and fnonlent
of inertia of the strut hire making those turnarounds.
The nurror opermion consisls of a nearly 11u rUally-tloaUng
scan wllh ,i:1t1 tc%crsal caused by the mirror striking leaf sprung
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humpen. A conlpuled torque Is apphed during the reversal Inlrn,ll
to maintain the actoe scan time precisly. The torque computation
uses tuning Information from a scan angle monitor sensing the
instants when the mirror angle passes start, renter, and end of scan
file mirror rotates on flex pivot, \&hick here some restoring
lorque Fins is countered by a magnetic comtpemator, and a resul
lanl eddy current drag is offset by a small square wave of current(it
	 torquer, corwant during the Bran. The scan mirror Is shown
tit
	
7. and a smrmaty of some of the design parameters is
given in Table 4
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,III tilt. desmable minor qualities of fused silica anti. In addition.
rshihrls a Ihefilml cgmllsioll coefficient of essenll,illy iero over a
\&tile Iempetalme range tit either Side tit room temperature.
Slechinical design considerations had Indicated the need for
lightweight mirror\ to enhance tilt- oerr,dl structure stillness-to-
weight ratio. A ,tittible pnntan nnlror has been finned using .tit
eggcrah•
 structure, ohtiming a weight reduction of approsimmel\
h1YT over  comparable solid mirror blank The tubular structure
which supports the primary telescope mirror, as well as all the
other cnrical:omponenis Ili the optical train including the ridwiive
cooler h,r the• cooled Ideal plane detectors, is fabrlrated usnlg
graphor epos) composite materials The graphite composite
structure li.l, .I err\ high ,tittness -to - wetghl ratio and provides alt
es,ellent thermal expansion match with the ULF gla.. nnrron.
Ihr priman telv%, ope assembly is shown tit
	 8 with a
,timmary of parimetem given ui I ahle :
I score 7 , S-m Sltrror A„enlhh
Iable 4 Scan Succor A„enihly
S%%ath 1 ength I85 kilt
Scan Period 1 4' ' I ' S nisec
Scall freglleticy (1.49()7 Ill
Scan I fficrencv 11.85
Active Scan Time (,11.741 cosec
Turnaround Time 10.714 cosec
II	 (A	 I)\eell	 I title 4.0 11 sec
I Inc I viloll 63211 IFOV
Slit. 'I,0K0\ IIt 'So Ili 1947\41.28ent)
M ilerl,ll Nickel pl.itrJ lien Ilium (I egrmiteI
Sthrr ( o .unlg wllh SIM Protectier
0%el,oal
Primary lelesco
Ill,- Ritchey-Chrrtien telescope uses primary anti second.ery
nurror surfaces of a It%perhohc figure to provide for snnollmivous
correction of spherical aberration and coma. This permit,
ti.ti1p perfect geonirin. Image qualit y on-axis and a well-critic, led
In .,ge oil-axis.
Am I I, design wars chosen to allow re—onahlr detectol ,Iles.
e g , a 4' ^ mijd dctec for is 0 004118 inch ac rocs I his is large
enough In permit , lose control of tolerances vet ,mall enough to
keep detector roue low. The lo: a1 plane of the detect, is 8 inches
to tilt' rear of lilt- pnnlary mirror vertex Allowing for pnimm
mirror thickness. file spacmg is adrgtime to permit in,t.ill,ilton of
the scam line:orreclor and calibrator optics Im%keen Ili, , prunary
mirror anti the focal plane
The primary and secondary mirror, have been fahnian • ,I from
tilts-low e\11ansion IULF 1 glass I I'1 l manrlmn slhraJct l'l-I Isis
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I Igure x Pt 1111.1 FN Iclescopc Assrmrhly
(able', Priman Telescope
Corti igurtrton	 Rtichey-Chrelien
f No
	
(1.0
Mirror Material IILI GlasslTltantumSilicate).
Silver Coming \&'till SIO,
( Iv erroal
PIIIII.m	 Mirror ('Isar
4prtrlln• Diameter I1,	 'I) Iit	 (41	 15 cm)
Secondam Mirroi Battle Ih,onetel
(Ohsrulmlon) 1,	 1'3 In	 115.7cmI
felescope Clear AI)CHure I(II,i	 tnl.,
I ftertive Focal I enoli t)(, In. 1'41.8 cot 1
I'totolllght 96.11111 In
Sean Line Correrto
The ,ran line , orrector I Si ( I is loiated between the primary
mirror and Ihr prime focal pLine As indicated earlier. II most
create a hnrat image displ.i:rment dtotng the it live scan dose of
the scan mlrtor assrmhly to : oinpensalc lot ,11,1cecrall InoUon.
and pitxluce hi-directional ,ran %%%alhs without overlap xid under-
I.q, it the ends of s, it, I he SI ( Is shown nI I wore It A pair of
plant- pmn,illel hen Iham mirrors mounted it in ,mgle of 45° with
respect to Ihr optteal asl, Till Me about in :III, nornl.tl to the axis
of the s%.in minor in ,I s.r\&tooth fashion :rs sho\&n In Figure 10
1 he rotational amplitude and other St ( par mmers are gown In
I ,Ihle h.
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Figure 9. Scan Line Corrector Assembly.
'n'G ra
~	 :p ^ :?i'.:TV
SCAN PERIOD
(142 925 ms)
TURNAROUND LINEAR
III— ACTIVE
. —
	 -	 16C mNlOSLC —	 - —	 MIOSCAN
Figure 10, SL(' motion
Table 6. Scan Line Corrector
Scan Frequency	 13.9934 Ili
Scan Period	 71.46_' insec
Scan RAL' 111 011110 f Space	 9.610 In rid /see
SLC Rnt.itlun Rate
	
$76.6 In rid/sec
SLC l (near Stan Angle 	 35 02 mrad
Mirror Separation	 1.69(1 In (4.004 cm)
Linear Imegr Dlsplacemer„
Amplitude
	
0050 In (014'cm)
1 13-? 11 0V I
%l,rror Matenil	 Nickel-plated Bc'nlhum. Sih'er
Coating with SIO, (Arrcoat
Prime Focal Plane
FIIc prime ideal plane vthl,h contim, the sihetnl detectors and
criU,al prranlpllfier components fur IlIC 111",1 lour sPrttr.il hands
is locaR• d m the prime focus tit file prnnars telescope.
The prink focal plane is packaged In Ills high-density conllgura-
tion as %hown In Figure I I irk 1111111111lie the hand-lo-hand spacing.
This himl, the Ole, Istit .cltaIt% 1'ariahon%t , t the stail mirror Oil
dsn.uult hand-to-hand registration is well as mnunnnrg the field
angle over which Ihr pnnl.lrn telestoln •
 1 1 1- 1 nl.nnlam 11,911 Image
quality'. The hand-lu-b.uld , 1 1 ,10119 of If 1 1111 11 tlict.11 y d 111111 the
critical frrsl-stage preimplllier FI Ts and 10' S2 feedback resistors
bt located on whstrmc, behind and normal to the local plane.
This 's to mimmi/r Irad Irn9ths and Input node capacitance.
thereby maxnnving S N performance.
'Ihr renmindet of file lesscriti-il prcimpllfirl ,umponent,.ire
mounted Ill 11 \1)r111 cirtmt- which me connr.icd Io file total PLnle
thrtnigh llrxlhle cable, I hr 16-element munnlitlucsilicon detector
ariays, tilt substrate assembly containing the 1-1 T% and fecdl,ark
resistors. mid thick! suk,c n'e 1lst'I,of -sclllhl\ •'it- 011nw11 Ill
Figure, I ' through 16 [able 7 sunlnl.lrvcs stmt • of the dc,ign
paranlrtCls of the prime I"OCaI philt
Figure I I. Enlarged View of Prime Focal Planc Before Installation
of Spectral Filters.
Figure 12. Munuhtlnt Silicon Detector Array
I lgure 13 Prime Focal PLine Substrate As,Cnlhl}
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Number of Kinds 4
Number of I)etectol,
INIonolultic Silicon) 16r'Band
I A te, for Site 0.00408 In. sq 10.01036 col sq l
IFOV Size 42.5 grad
Band-to-Banal Spa..., 0.10' In. (0.25 1) cn)11'5 IFOVI
Centel-lo-(enter Spacing
[it
	 ach Row 0.00816 In 10,0207 cm) (' IFOV)
center- lo-(enter Spacing
lietween R,,ws 0.01020 III	 10.0259c1111123 IFOVI
Operating Iemprrature 10' it)
Figute 14. Pnme Focal Plane half-Band Assembly
Figure I5. Pnine Focal Plane Band Level Assemhll
Figure 16. Prime Focal Plane Assembly.
• :•
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Table 7 Prune Focal Plane Assembly
A fourth order a.phenc lerm tilt 	 relay folding mirror is
effectoe ml improsulg the image Iluahlt of the relay. Likewise.
the tilt and of lwt salve, applied to the relay element, are ne. •clan
to produce a good image Ill the tilted cooled lo,al plane. I qu.I!1%
mnportani. howeser. is the fact that the tilts and dccenter, put the
energy through the hole nl the folding mirror without vignetting
.it aril held angle, I lie lidding mirror is tilled 1-' 8' front
telescope ail, while the renter of tire spherical mirror is tilted an
adklitional 12.' From the all, I he tilt Is Introduced tot the pur-
pow of making the .emergent opn-il a\ie parallel to the aus of
the radiative cooler
I he relay optics art ,him n ill Figure 1 7 . The two nurrors are
!mounted In .I 0,111hue composue strucnrrc• The c\ lindncal .i,sern-
I+lies 111.11 arc locah• d on 120' center, .bound the lower section
....................
:..1
	 11 1.1.
:':...
:1.
I•t^
f
.,a.
Relay Optics	 Figure 17. Relay Optics Assembly
Two mirrors. a folding mirror and a spherical nurror. are useu
to relay the unage from the prmnary focal plane to the cooled 	 of the , s%emhly are mechanisms which provide a capability for
focal plane -The two-mirror relay. shown lit Figure ?. was adopted	 on-orhit alignment and focus of the cooled focal plane (hands 5-71
oiler other designs because of confidence ml performance. The 	 with respect to the prime local pLme Table 8 summanres the
onlponents are simple and easy to lahmate and as,cmhle	 iclay-oplics pararnetem
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Table A	 Rel.o (Optics Aswinhl)
Ouivr Ih.uncler of Folding Mirror
Clear Apellme 1.14	 III. 17.98 edit
Inner Ihaniciet of F oldmg Mirror
Clear Apet rlrtc 0.53' In. (I .;t, a n1 t
Sphcri-il'i11rim (Near Aperture
U1.11nctet S. 53H In. 114.()h' cntl
Magnification 0.5
Cl
 I	 No. 3.0
Material 1.11-1- Glass (Tit.witim Sihcalc 1.
Alumnnlm Coaling with
Sit), (hercoal
Cooled Ftxal Platte
Ihv cooled local pl.uu • which conlanls the Indlunt anUmunlde
I In"ihl dvtt• ,tors for hancls 5 .Ind 7 , and Ihv nletcur\ cathimint
Iclhtndc I llg('ill0 detectors for h and b are located in the radlali%c
coolcr at th, • Image ;'•utr of the rcla) optics Also located Ill the
cooled local plane are the lust-stage pre-amplifier FFT% and
s 10' S2 fecdhack resistors for the high impedance InSh docc-
tot, I he llg( if lc detectors .Ire 1m% Impedance deices 1 , 5(ISb,
Ihcn't„re nerd no pre.unpllhc,Itlon till file focal p1.u1C Figure Ix
shows the cooled local plane suhsrr.rik- wuh .III conlponcnts
n,ounled Figure I tt shows the local Mane with spectral fillers nl
pla,C nurwllCd In the center of a dLlnhwion hoard.
`h y	 w^.
L•
^_ 1 t
Fivurc IS. Cooled focal Pline Suhslrale Assembly
Fo,.II plane slgna,s are brought till the dislnhutlon hoard h\
very 111111. 11 V1,111 	 low Ihcrnlal ,onductancc cahlvs to Inea lit pIifIVrs
which .Ir y mounted 111 .t housing hulled lu the anlhlent .Iru,iurc of
the ratll.Itl\C cooler 1 he cooled local plane also Ila% a Ihm ltlm
hv.iivl which maintim, the local plank- temp er.illirc wI(liill • 0 ' ti
tit Ihiee svlectible Icniperalures, till K. 115 R Mid Ill s R. Figure 20
shows tilt' kooled local plane mounted 111 the radtaloc caller
Figures 21 and ” show the InSh and HgCdTe detectors. Tillie 4
summaries the design par,tmetvrn.
R.idiative Cooler
tilt- iadlali\c oolershoAit 111 I lgure 21 pro\ tile% cooling
liar the hands 5 through 7 detectors The design uses two cooling
slaves will) open faced honeycomb lilt the radiator cnullmg sur-
facl's The radiators .tee shicIded from direct vu • w of the sun.
earth or {+ac r, tall surface. I he cold stage rath:Ilor secs only cold
sp.nc .11111 IR erlusslons Irtau a tooled tatll.tton shu:.l nnwnted on
[lie rnlCtlnC\halC slags 1.11111 Cnvrg% 11 shaded Iron IhC nllvrmed
wh• stage radiators h) a deplo)ahlc earth shield whtc It also servvs
J% a plolCett\v door Diffusely WIC, IL-11 solar Cncrg^ .and IR
emissions from the earth .Meld till onl\ on tilt- Intermcdlah' stage
radiator
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Figure 19. Cooled Focal Plane and Utsinhuhon Board
Figure 20. Cooled Focal Plane In Radiative Cooler.
rI',I, . I I file „ader In la:imm %%ilh .1 ,imul.Ited ,pace hacA-
ltttannl h.%,- ,htiN n it Iti be , ap.11,1e ,tl Ie.l, lull' the ,peed led
ti4 \ A it-nlpciatlue N1th 1'1.1, ptiNel .ipl,hed. %%hen the Iempefa
hurl• :U11 ndiv1 I% till
he I.Idl.11nc :0041 I,Q the flit-mall: \I.Ipiel I% I dcn%, tnt' l,l'
Ilse 1%, 1
 11.11" .00ICt% 1111% • 1 till the V1011c II1I I.IIt'd Sp11t S, an
RathomocI, 1\ ISSRI abo.ird the SMS and Bath S McIviologica)
Sp.1:c:1.111 ,In,e 111'4
Figm, :4\ho%%,the 1\I i.1dl.ilote oolvi hn,Amg it the r.ldl.11ur
,ill Ll: t' , .Ilhl Ihell tell •.', 11, 1 11 111 Ihl' 1111,4111CdIall' ,I,11!l' ,pe, 111.11
,Ineld
W J0 Q
Q Z)
CL d
jr
_Z O
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♦^  1L00
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assenlbl) and In phase hick with the %call mina In Illsmanner
Ihr ,honed introduces the calibration source ener(ty and a black tic
Icslniall o rl sultace Into file dehYtor field, o f 11CK d1Irow the
Iurn.Iluund time of each s..u1 mirror mile Ihr three calibialioll
Limps are .wloln.Itl..1111 ,rqurnced to prodlrle eight'ahhrahon
Irvels I %c%en t dark) to all dciccton of hands I -S and 7.
To assure uniform illumination over an area ssluchis adequate
to alltm .I _11il,imim, ssllltout mlerference %lth either the do
restore lunshon or an% purhon of Ill" Jdot' ,caul Ill the scene. It rs
nccessan to h,oC a preose1% defined area illumouled willoul
sera) radiation In til t, surrounding .bras. Therelorc..n1 imaging
s(hrtne 11.1% hrrn nsCti on Ihr output end of [tic .bullet
11% Ilse ,fl Ilhrl optiks to ,Illo-Ile Ind t i t I1,I11,lel f i le Lldl,llhnl
to the sepatalc h,mid%. it is possible to more preciseh and lilt Iepen-
dtrnth adnl,t Ihr Illumination in the different hands
figmv 25 shows file on-hoard calibrator shullrr assrnrhl)
1 .ihlc I I ,timmiti/es .on,r of Ihr de,r'n par.unrtrrs.
rJ`J`JLJ&J`,
r^1 r^i ;1 r^1 r ai r,
ILJLJeJLJIi.Jlh.
r v  v  vr1r4IF,
L?J L?J 05 L?J i?J 164,
r^ w r^ v r^ v r^1 r^1 r^
i.JLJLJ`JILJ`.
r1r1r1r1r1r'
0.0 L^J L^J L^J ^^J ^^
r-: r^1r^1r^1 r._1r^
LJLJLJ^J`J`r
r1 r v r^1 r^1
J 
r 4 r^
0J 056 iiJi^
r1 r1 r^1 r^
J
1 r^
J
1 r,
i?5i? I.J 6i^o
r1r vrnr1r1f
^J L?j load L?J el i?.
1 r^1 r^1 r^1 f ei r ,
LJLJLJiJi.
1r1rir1r'
Fihtur ' t On-Bo,ud l'allhrawr
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Kahle 11, On Board Calibrator 1 Anti LX' Restore Shutterl
t'ahhralion frequency 13.9934 lit IL'.ach Scan
Mirror Turnaround)
('onfiKuratlon Pool Mounled Shutter
Resonant frequcnc) h.9467 Ili
Number of Calibration I c.cls 7 + nark	 Automatically
Sequenced
Number of Scan% it teach Level 401 Approximately 3 sec)
Ii.11111	 II (	 .11ihralron Mirror on Shiner Rellechnt•
Blackhodp I-.nerky	 Three
( oritrollahle lemperalurc,
lX	 Restore Each Turnmoumi IBelore
Calibration Alter Forward
Scan, After 1'ahhrati-)n.
Alter Rexene Scan)
Number of Sample, Approvimatrh 90 Samples
per Scan
I Ieclronw% Module
I he viectromcs nlodudr houses the pov.cr ,appl y . ill,- printed
wrong hoard% conlam ing the driven and conlrol cles loon cs for all
the mv,lunlsms and hean• n. the command and idemetn di0ribu-
hon and .nllrcrlon citcurlry; the signal processiny post ampllften
slid ll limit the ,),tent trequenc) response. and the niullilflvwt.
I he nlullg1lrvet cmodc,.111 Ihr radioltletnc data and telemetn
utlonnarion into x-hit word, ahnll form am 95 MBPS d: , t.t stream
I he data stream Alit he Ir ti,millcd to catlh M the I ands it 1)
Spao:ecraft. lhe Mulhplevcr also s)nchrnnves .III the systeni 11111111E
stpnal,
1'ett ormance
hhi%section ills,u,xs file anticipated nerforiname of the
hcithmc Alapper .n four key area,. I I spectral response. 2) radio-
mrtn. se-wimi%. 31 ,(Ill:lie K'a1e response imodidilion transfer
dun,, ow. 1 . and 41 hand-la-hand icitiora t ion 1 he perImmance
disci.sedIll .ach,ucJINIllatevpech•d to he I(hre%edat the.yslrnl
level lot Ihr Protolll'ht Ihviiiinl: Mapper. schrduded to h;•
launct)cL; un the I andsat 1) spa;ecratt m1 1014-2 The indicated
Irsrls of perlirrtimme are haled on .al.ulated cstrapolahons of
mce,urCm; tits made on prototlight ,oinponcnls .end ,uhsyslcros,
.old also m l ,\,tend Irsrl n canon mints ,1I the I nKlnccnntt M.idel.
S11"Iral Hespon%c
hr sprcteal response of Ihr l hrntatic Mipper Is shown ill
table I.'. the perlornian,c oidi,Acd t - based on WCasuretnrnh
,rl .111 ploloflig l il critlymicols lrmttors, spCCiral filter,. %kindow,,
and detrclon) Khich altect fate spectral covetake of Ihr %\.tent
Table 12 Spectral Response
Requirement	 Measured
1^0', Re.pl ln,cl 	 150', Respd.nsc f
Band	 Lower Bind Fdlte	 Upper Band I d'c	 Lower Band I tire	 — --Upper Band Edite
I 04S	 ill 0.52!	 .01
_ 1► 12	 •	 111 0.60 !	 01
t 0.63
	
1 0.69 •	 01
4 0 76 ! 02 0.90 2	 .ell
c I ^S • 112 1 7S !	 02
It 10.40!	 10 1250!.10
108 ! 03 2_15 ! .03
0.526 c h09
0.624 a (1I)3
0.77(1 0406
I.S6b 1 794
10.420 11 610
2 -09 ` 347
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-fable 13. Radiomelnc Srnsihvit y	 OF PooR
Fffeclive Aperhire	 I00 can'
[ ffrctive Omandrel Bus 7 75
- -- 
SyR	
--	 -
1,plrcal Rc%ponsmlly Fixed Min Scene Min Saturation --
H.mJ Tr.in.missi„n (AiW) Nom. R;.diancr Scene Radiaircc
Prediction Specificd Prediction Specified(pAI
I 0,77 0.33 2.3 44 32 150 85
_
077 040 2.3 40 35 23' 170
3 0.90 0.45 2.1 .45 2b 205 143
4 0 '4, 0.50 2 2 33 I	 32 305 240
5 0.1+9 1	 2 49 25 13 155 75
00 1.0 4 8 18 5 143 45
11 -- 0.53	 - I 15kV/W Z NEW *0.1K 0.5K UAK 0.42K
The spectral tilde:, dominate flit , rc%ponsc of all hand+ except
Kmil n where the upper hand edge is governed t,y the t ulofl
wavelt• ngtl I X, )oi the mercury cadmium telluride driectrim.
The sl :coral content of hand i, is rclali%cl) unimportant as long
as sullicicnt scene en • r9) is ya Ill t it to p toil tic e an occur I 
delerminato ,n tit s, env temperature Flits 1s the rase as seen ;n flit-
lollowinydrscussion under Ra-hometri, Senshhcil).
The spectral rc%ponw, of all other hands ( I -5 and 7 ) meel the
band edge rcyulrrmcnls %tilt Ihr exception of Ihr long-wavelenytti
edge of hand 5 which exceeds Ile .peciheahons h) 0.014 will
Rathomc• Inc Sensitivity
lite animpatc i performance n. the area of rathonu • 1nc wnsr
iivity isindicawit uI I lilt; 13. The anti, tpated signal-to-noise ratios
IS\Rl for two IeNek of +erne• radtame are shown lot hands I.5
and	 %title for hand n tilt- mots_' etivo ilrnt trr.iperalure dtfter-
enec 1 \1 111) a, slim%n fill a 300 Is % g ene .into .a 320 K scene. The
tttt immin saturation + g ene radwrice levels are tahulatcd ut
I able 1 .1. Fite specihcdt S \Rs have been derived from 11 VFW
reywrcmrntsof cable 2.
\II lactors aftcetntg the 1 1911.11 and noise perli,rm.w,.. c of the
systrni hair ht-rn :on,idv:cJ I or purpose, of the cal:ul.atimms.
.11111gn.11 and 1101W sourer, h.or peen relined to the picarnl,llher
mi,uls II'r factors affecting the sagn.d l"ek .1n I t itle Itrihvr
al'"wilkoe of the Ili-inc h i,lrs:upr 1 100 Cot = exclude y the
portion ohscmet i ht Iht- %"kindar) mirror and its support
memheW. 2) Ihr nrea,med rellccl.imc of JII opdc.d +urfares and
Ihr ti.msnutume of Ihr ,lictIral filter, anal %indo%s Ira file:. ,
of h.ntd+ 5- - 1. Jnd it lilt , measured t Aur, of tine, Ian rr+pmnsic 1•,
I hr factors Jffr,ting Ihr n , t+c Iescl in t-.i,h ,pv.Ir.11 hantl etc
I 1 the fixed perantplihct noisc. 21 the ,ign.il gellewlctl ,hot noisc
and it the lomit ation uncrtuinl) doe to the A 1)romclston
It It l,  c•s,
-file fixed noiw current, m iltcatea are hasrd on actual maasure-
ments of the Protolllgh, Foul Plane assembly. -file term •'tix,d"
I-. used because the noise sources are ntlependeni of the signal
level The nunhhers agree ,sithin 20', to nurse predictions generated
lit alit at1JI) hill in,tfel. 1-Ile nonce %omrc , s that are mcluded rat the
lixed noise current are the thermal noise of the feedback resistor
I l0°11 for hands 1-4. 2 x 10*P for hands 5 and 1 ). file thermal
noise of the detector resi.rance. the shot noise due to dclectoi and
1-1 h Icakage current%. the input voltage noise of flit- input FFT
.into the strond-stage amplifier, and ;inall) file noisc due to the
toss) thelectric of the Arta mphher mpt • t capacilancc.
TaIAe 14.	 Radiance Levels.
Hand Mrtmntunt Scene Saturation Scene
kad.anct:Imw'cm = sr) RJdian:c(inwicm-sfl
I 0 28 1 W
2 0.24 2.33
? 0.13 1.35
4 0 1 4 3.00
5 0.09 0 60
7 0 04t, 043
h	 300 K
	 320 K
The S\R calculations .munic that shot noise currents pro-
portional la ;hr uluary limit of file signal currents. rss with the
lisrd noise ,tiricni, .and the residing analog S\R as lurihcr
dcrimictl h) Ihr un,rriam1) of Ihr yuanlvanon ml Ihr u-hrt
A l):on%em.-t l% ht, h hasron+rn unroll
 been as.mm-d to hr , 75
hits) A', null,Aed lit lahle 13. it I, anliLip.11cd that Ihr +)stem
retitnrcmcm, for rattiometrr st-nsnn it) %ill be excrrded lit all
.pr, lial ham)+
1ahle 15. Modulation Transfer Function
Ground largef iFOV (.rF	 Ileclrmnacs Syst	 SpechtieuSite I\it•let,) -1'Mi\1 IT
Scan	 30 0L64 0.85	 0.70' 0.38	 a 28
track	 30 0(,4 0.81	 1 00 0.52
Scan 4e. 0 K.; 0.88 11 81,8 0.113	 0 s4[fact. 45 1183 08t) I	 IN) 0.71
Stall h0 040 0.42 0.91l) 0.76
1 rack W 0 90 0.111 1 M 0.82	
oil(,
Start 5(R) 1 00 0 il l) 0 tiy,1 0 tP, 1.1111
Ira,it 500 1	 III) U1r11 1	 IN) 0.99
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The nunthen associated with the iFOV are calculated based on
measured detector dimensions I the detectors are the field slops ill
the system I and the measured telescope effective focal length.
I An article has been published describing the nleasurenlent tech-
niques used to determine the effective focal length of Ule 1M
telescope to all accurac% of O.UI'°.Nil
The electronic frequency response, of the %yocin has been
designed to be 3 db down at a frequency of 52 Milt which is equal
to I 'r where r Is the 11 :0V dwell Ante corresponding to 30 meters
on the ground. the electronic response Is 11 1 c ,elore by design wild
by measurement .It the subsystem leselI down by 3 tih ill the scan
direction torground largetsof all-meter size. Ir the track direction
the electronic response function has a negligible effect since the
scanning rate nl that direction corresponds to approximately 14111.
The performance numbers indicated for the optical transfer
function OTF arc based on measurements made on the protolllght
telescope assembly during H : l testing, . nd also assume a 5'
degradation III 	 title ;o minor surface Imperfections in
the +can mirror During the prutotlight LFL tests. an  astigmatic
Image was observed which resulted in a 0.009 inch displacement
between the best focus in the scan and track directions as shown
in Figure 'h The source of the astigmatism %a, found tit due
to I slight tne, hanical dlstottion of the prmmrn mirror. a sohillon
to file problem Is hemp pursued 1lowescr. the a,tlgnlalism call he
tolerurd by locating tilt local plane in the position wlllih will
ntaxirnu,e the MTU In the scan lhrection (where the electronics
hate all
	
1 anti toletate the loss of %1_1  I ml the track direction.
I he perfornr.Ince indicated nl I ehle 14 stake, thus assumption
land-to-Band Registra tion
The hand-to-hand registration requirement was tabulated in
Table I s "< (, meter, " I he exact requirement reads as follows
A point Imaged ill any of the first tour spectral hands shall he
100	 1	 x 009 -4. -_-}ASTIGMATISM
SCAN
80
TRACK
60
40
20
0	 I	 I	
I'
0':4 -.018	 012	 006	 0	 006	 012	 .018
2 AXIS POSITION finches)
Figure 26. Prototlight EFL Test.
registered to the same point in any of the other tint four bands
within 0_' IFOV alongtrack and crosstrack This registration error
Includes the effects of all synchronizing and correcting signals
developed by the instrument that are required to process the data
Into an image. Similarh hands 5 and 7 shall he registered within
0.2 pixel and shall he registered to hand 6 within 0.' of a hand 6
IFOV, anti hand 5 shall he registered to the first four hands within
0.3 IFOV These regwrements shall be satisfied at least QO^ of the
time and apph to all points along a .call
Six nleterscorrespond to 0.' IFOV which can also be expressed
8.5 p radians of field angle. Table Ili identifies the various contri-
butors to hand-to-hand nusregistratlon. The table is divided Into
bias errors and random errors which affect registration in the scan
anti track directions within the prince focal plane (hands 1-4).
within the cooled fnLal plane f hands 5 and 7), and between the
two focal planes. The performance contributors tabulated have all
been verified by subsystem measurements with the exception of
the self-Induced vibration and thermal coninhutions which were
¢enerated as a result of structural and thermal analyses. The error
sources Include both static and dynamic effects resulting In
dynamic hand-to-band registration predictions. As mi , cated in
Table Ire Al the hand-In-band registration requtrennents are
expected to he met.
Table 15 shows the level of performance anticipated for the
ProhNhght system %hfl' inn both the scan and track directions for
the tour specified spatial ground target sues. As can he seen, there
are three contributors to the system MTF: I ) the detector instan-
taneous field of view I IFOV). 2) lite optical transfer function(OTF). (difl`tction and blur), and ?) the electronic frequency
response. OTF
Ia h le 16. Band-to-Band Registration Performance. prad
PFP Bands* Band 5 to Band 7 Band 5 to PFP Ban ds+
Scan Track
_ _
Scan Track Scan TrackI • rror Source
B R B R B R B R B R B R
2.7 0.1 0.73 0.1 4.5 0.1SM Profile
Detector Array
Allgnmcnt Accuracy I	 0.6 I	 0 ' o 4.0 4.0 4.11 4.0
Detccha Response
Nonunllomuty '.0 '.0 1.0 '.0 '.0 2.0
EFL Measurement 1.0 1 0 I.0 1.0 1	 4 1.4
Sell Induced
Vlhr.lrlon I 0 `tx 094 (1.37 11.37 1 76 1.39
Thermal O.R 0.8
SLU Profile 14 1.4 I .A
MUX Timing Jliter
3.6
4.5
0	 11
0 . 89 0.84 4.8
0.11 0	 11
RSS Subtotal 2.7 0.39 4.8 0.37 6.55 1 76 4 71 1.39
Bias+ Random 3.6 5.2 5.2 8.3 6.'
Requirenu tit
- __ -d- 8.5- 8.5 8.5 8.5 12.75 12.75
' Band I to Band 4 nresented as worse case
	 f Band 5 to Band I presented as worse case
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